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IT CAME FROM INSIDE THE INKWELL!

Vincent is an artist who has consistently been on assignment in the art world for over twenty
years. Throughout his career he has acquired a toolbox of diverse skills (from freehand drawing
to digital design, t shirt designer to muralist). His styles range from the wildly abstract to pulp
style comics.
In 2013, his work in END TIMES won an award in the Best Horror Anthology category for that
year. When Vincent is not at his drawing board he can be found in the classroom teaching
cartooning and illustration to his students at Westchester Community College in Valhalla NY.
He lives in Mamaroneck NY with his wife Jennie and dog Skip.
https://www.freelanced.com/vincentdavis
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REBOOT: FAILED by Bill McGuire
It had been a particularly heavy night. So much so that it was now the morning after the morning
after and I was still barely lucid as I squeezed through the ticket barrier and stumbled down the
escalator. My head was splitting, my mouth tasted like a body builder’s armpit, and my clammy
hands glued themselves to the rubber handrail. Of their own accord my feet joined the flood of
commuters along the bleak and seemingly endless subterranean tube that led to the Northern
Line.
The raunchy notes of a saxophonist inveigled themselves into my scrambled brain, but he was
there on the same pitch every day, so at first I paid little attention. As I approached, however, I
glanced up and frowned. The busker seemed far smaller than I remembered; unfeasibly small in
fact. Come to think of it, I didn’t recall the horns either; small, stumpy ones protruding either
side of his forehead. I stopped then and stared, causing a gangling, emaciated, man in a purple
gown to thud into my back. The man was wearing a tall, pointed, hat, and on his shoulder was a
tiny, winged, creature that looked for all the world—to my increasingly befuddled mind—like a
miniature dragon. The man picked up the smartphone he had dropped during the collision,
muttered a few expletives, and rejoined the torrent of travellers. Slowly, it began to dawn on me
that things were not right. Not right at all.
For the first time, I looked around at my fellow travellers. Most were on their phones or listening
to mp3 players, but cloaks rather than suits seemed to be the order of the day, and the variety of
body shapes, sizes and colours was way beyond that expected, even of early 21st century multicultural London. Standing stock-still in the centre of the thoroughfare, I was by now causing a bit
of a log-jam, and attracting approbation, vitriol and looks of open disgust from those whose
journey times I was increasing by seemingly vital seconds. When something that looked, to my
untutored eye, like a small but very beefy troll, thrust his warty face into mine and muttered a
few less than endearing terms regarding my ancestry, my mother’s occupation and my general
appearance, I decided it was time to move. Rejoining the throng, I considered the options. One: I
was still asleep and this was all a dream, albeit an extraordinarily richly observed one. Two: I
had toked something I shouldn’t have and was still hallucinating. Three: I was in some sort of
coma—maybe even dead. I ducked just in time as a miniature crone astride a lavatory brush
skimmed my cheek and weaved her way above the heads of the crowd. I shook my head in
disbelief. It must be a dream, I decided. In which case, I thought, I might as well hang loose.
The winding, tile-lined tube finally ended and, along with hundreds of others, I was vomited out
onto the platform. The usual silver tube train clattered out of the blackness and I was propelled
into an already rammed carriage by the crush from behind. Face squashed up against one of the
interior glass panels, I looked into the eyes—all three of them—of a spiny creature that put me in
mind of an overgrown, upright, porcupine. Its eyes were unblinking and I got the feeling they
were looking into me rather than at me. I shivered and turned my face to the left, where the
prospect was only marginally less unnerving. The train crawled into Warren Street station and as
the doors opened I was popped out onto the platform like a shelled pea. A couple of packed
escalators took me to street level, where I turned right and joined the crowds heading south on
Tottenham Court Road. I felt the need to take stock, so eased my way across the flow and found
shelter in the doorway of a small shop that I didn’t remember having seen before. Its bay window

was lined with shelves stacked with bottles of variously coloured liquids and powders and what
looked like dried body parts—of what I hated to think. An orange neon sign above announced
‘Peregrine’s Proprietary Potions.’
I examined the other shops that lined both sides of the busy thoroughfare. Gone were the banks,
the furniture emporia and the supermarkets; replaced by small, independent shops whose curious
and miscellaneous wares spilled out onto the pavement, transforming it into a series of chicanes
that pedestrians needed to be nimble-footed to negotiate. The continuous stream of commuters
that strode, hopped, shambled and flew past me was no less extraordinary than that on the tube
and again I was astonished at the enormous richness of what I was still telling myself was a
dream.
A blaring horn drew my attention to the road traffic, which was equally outlandish; the usual
buses, cars and trucks fighting for space with carts and carriages drawn by horses and other more
exotic quadrupeds. There were no traffic lights and crossing the road required a sufficiently
critical mass of pedestrians surging into the traffic, bringing it to a temporary halt and attracting
a blare of irate hooters, horns and cries. Leaving the doorway, I joined one of these surges and
made it to the far side. A narrow alley took me to a second busy road, where I attached myself to
what I rightly guessed was another surge in the making. Wedged into the heart of the throng I
was frog-marched across the road and deposited high and dry outside the black, wrought-iron
gates of the university. At least this hadn’t changed; the great portico and dome above
dominating the vista.
As I moved to enter the front quad, some sort of hulking humanoid half as tall again as me
stepped on my foot in passing. The pain was excruciating and I hopped about a bit in agony for a
time. It struck me while doing so that the torment was very much real and ergo so was
everything around me. It wasn’t a dream, I contemplated through my tears. But if not......what?
When the pain had subsided to a dull throb, I hobbled into the quad and headed for a wooden
bench. It felt as though my foot had been reduced to mush and I wanted to take off my shoe and
sock to check that my toes were still in working order. They were—just about.
Numbed into inaction by my unexplainable predicament, I sat there for a bit, rubbing the life
back into my foot. The sun had by now emerged above the surrounding buildings and I raised my
face to the spring warmth. The blue sky was criss-crossed by vapour trails and a steady stream of
large jets headed west, making for touchdown at Heathrow Airport. At least that all seemed
normal. I sat there for a bit longer, overwhelmed by the extraordinary sights and sounds that
enveloped me, before I became aware of a hissing noise coming from the direction of the next
bench.
‘Psst.’ A small man—at least he seemed at first glance to be a man—was trying to attract my
attention. He was cloaked and hooded so that I could barely see his face, but the large bushy
beard looked familiar.
‘Psst, Simon, over here.’
I peered closer. ‘Adam, is that you?’ The man pulled his hood back a little and I could see that it

was. I limped over and sat down next to my colleague. I didn’t wait for him to speak.
‘What the fuck’s going on, Prof?’ I waved an arm in the direction of the bustling menagerie
around us that was now the student body. ‘We seem to be in a world of Harry Potter meets the
21st century.’
Adam pulled his hood back and his shock of white, wire-like hair sprang out as if released from a
long captivity. Along with a ruddy complexion, twinkling eyes and an impressive white beard
meant he was a dead ringer for Santa Claus, and he certainly didn’t look out of place in the new
reality. In fact, he was making a very good fist of impersonating some friendly wizard or sage.
Going by the long, thin-stemmed pipe he was smoking, it was a role he seemed to be playing up
with some relish.
Professor Sir Adam Osmaston Miles, lauded physicist and Nobel Laureate, waved the stem of his
pipe in my direction. ‘Ah, Simon, my boy, so you’ve survived the transition too? Last time I saw
you, you were in such a state I had my doubts about whether you would live to see the next day.’
‘Well, as it happens,’ I said. ‘I didn’t. I woke this morning with the mother of all hangovers.
Must have slept round the clock.’ I looked about me to satisfy myself—for perhaps the
hundredth time—that the world hadn’t reverted to normal. It hadn’t. ‘Seems like I missed all the
fun. When did it happen?’
Adam shrugged. ‘Not sure, to be honest. I was pretty far gone too on Tuesday night and didn’t
surface ‘til lunchtime yesterday. Window cleaner woke me. I knew when I saw the four arms
scrubbing away at the glass that something was amiss. Jolly efficient though.’
‘You don’t seem very surprised,’ I said.
‘Nor am I. It had to happen.’
‘What?’ I said. ‘What had to happen, exactly?’
Adam’s face crinkled with pleasure. ‘Why, we have been rebooted.’
I examined my boss closely for any hint of horseplay. There was none.
‘Pardon?’ was all I could say.
Adam took a draw on his pipe and sat back looking smug.
‘Rebooted. Our world; our whole universe—well our entire reality actually—has been rebooted;
reset.’
I must have looked bewildered, so Adam went on.
‘I know you planetologists think that all theoretical physicists are away with the fairies, but even

you must be aware of the proposal that what we perceive as reality is just a simulation; that our
lives and loves are in actual fact acted out within some astonishingly complex version of a
PlayStation game?’
I nodded. ‘Well, of course I know of it, but I just filed it away amongst all the other wacky
theories you lot are always coming up with.’
‘Ah, but that’s where you’re wrong. It’s a theory that is actually testable.’ Adam paused for
effect and looked, if that were possible, even more smug. ‘And we tested it.’
‘Explain,’ I said.
‘Well, it’s quite simple really.’ He broke off to resuscitate his pipe with a match, puffing out
clouds of fragrant blue smoke, while I took time to study a pair of extraordinarily tall and thin
beings that flitted past on huge diaphanous wings.
‘Yes. It’s very straightforward,’ the Nobel laureate continued. ‘You see. If our reality is
simulated then there has to be physical evidence.’ Adam was now in full lecturing mode. ‘Rather
than being continuous, the universe we see and measure would be made up of building blocks;
an artificially constructed lattice structure a bit like that in a crystal, but on an unimaginably
small scale. And if the universe is a lattice, then the form of the lattice must affect the behaviour
of stuff that passes through it.’
I thought I could see where this was leading. ‘Like radiation?’ I suggested.
He jabbed the stem of his pipe at me. ‘Exactly! Such as?’
I thought for a bit while admiring a sylph-like maiden wearing very little who drifted past on the
arm of a tall, black-haired man with a very pale face and protruding front teeth. ‘Well, something
pretty pervasive that can be detected and measured relatively easily would fit the bill.’
I cogitated further. ‘Cosmic rays?’ I suggested.
‘Spot on, Simon. Cosmic rays. We’ll make a theoretician of you yet.’
The Prof stood suddenly. ‘Shall we head to my study and I’ll show you the data?’
We crossed the quad, working our way around groups of ghouls, gremlins and other beasties
clutching folders of notes, chatting and laughing. A pair of impressive double doors in the far
corner took us to a grand stairway, which we climbed to the second floor. At the end of a long
corridor, the Prof opened a door to an anteroom where a diminutive hag was tapping away at a
laptop. She looked up as we entered, peering at us through bottle-glass lenses that made her
rheumy eyes look like big shiny pebbles and offering a largely toothless grin.
Adam smiled back and turned to me. ‘Simon. I don’t think you’ve met my new PA? Mabel—
Simon. Simon works in the exoplanet unit.’ Mabel nodded distractedly in my direction and

returned to her tapping.
The Prof ushered me into a study panelled in dark wood, wherein every single surface was
buried at least half a metre deep in journal papers, computer printouts and general crap.
‘Grab a chair,’ he gestured vaguely. ‘There’s one under that lot, somewhere.’ Adam shoehorned
his bulky frame into a seat behind a large desk and relit his pipe. He puffed away while
rummaging about amongst a pile of printouts. Meanwhile, I relieved a battered armchair of its
load and manhandled it closer to the desk.
‘Ah, here we are.’ Adam tossed a batch of printouts in my direction. It all looked gibberish to me
and I said so.
‘OKAY,’ said Adam. ‘These are data on cosmic ray velocities gathered from the CREAM.’ I
looked blank and the Prof looked exasperated. ‘The Cosmic Ray Energetics and Mass
experiment.’ He sighed. ‘It’s been operating on the ISS for the last couple of years.’
‘Fine.’ I said. ‘Just cut to the chase. What does this lot…’ I waved a hand at the reams of
printout, ‘….show?’
Adam leaned back in his chair, blew smoke, and framed his words carefully. ‘It shows that the
pattern of cosmic rays is not uniform. It shows that they travel more easily in certain directions
than others. It confirms that their passage through space is controlled by the axes of a lattice.’
He looked me in the eye. ‘In short, it means that nothing; you, me—everything around us—is
real. We are in a sim. One that has just been rebooted.’
I was incredulous, but in the absence of any other explanation, it was an interpretation I was
prepared to accept, although I still had questions.
‘So why haven’t I heard all this before? Surely it’s big news—the biggest.’
Adam shrugged. ‘We only crunched the data a month ago. We had a paper written and due out
on arXiv tomorrow. Then...’ He stretched out his arms expansively. ‘….This!’
‘A bit of a coincidence, don’t you think?’ I said.
‘Oh, without doubt!’ Adam exclaimed. ‘The probability of the two events being unconnected is
virtually zero.’
‘So are you saying that whoever or whatever is running the sim knew about your findings and
rebooted in response?’
‘Well, I can’t think of an alternative explanation. If you were running a sim and the cast—if
that’s the right term—found out, what would you do? I have no idea what the purpose of the
simulation might be, but rebooting would seem to me the only option.’

‘But surely they or it can’t be constantly monitoring everyone and everything in the sim all the
time, so how could they know about the paper?’
The Prof jabbed the stem of his pipe at me. ‘Agreed, but it would be straightforward to build in
software agents tasked with watching for key events that might expose the sim and flagging them
to the builders.’
Adam stood and patted his roomy abdomen. ‘Anyway. Let’s carry this on over lunch. Hair of the
dog?’
My stomach showed signs of rebelling at the mere thought and I must have blanched.
Adam grinned at my discomfort. ‘Let’s go.’
At first glance, the Senior Common Room didn’t seem to have changed much. The clientele was,
of course, far more outlandish than on my last visit, and the selection of food and drink on offer
somewhat more exotic than I was used to. Gone was the university bitter; in its place a frothy
blue concoction that nonetheless seemed to have a similar effect on the imbiber. Adam ordered a
pint and quaffed half of it with some enthusiasm. I was relieved to find that orange juice was still
on the tariff and plumped for a small glass. I wasn’t quite sure what to make of the food
offerings. It could have been my imagination, but at least some of the dishes appeared to be
moving. In the end, I followed the Prof’s example and went for a plate of anaemic looking
sausages.
The place was humming. Gone were the toned down whisperings of academics on a working
lunch and the place echoed to the sound of laughter and merriment. Most of the noise came from
a large group of dwarves in the far corner. Adam spotted the focus of my attention. ‘Department
of Art History,’ he said.
‘You’re joking,’ I replied. Art historians were not renowned for their lunchtime drinking or
joviality—at least not before the reboot.
We sat quietly for a minute or two, eating our sausages, which were actually delicious, and
soaking up the infectious atmosphere of a transformed common room. I broke the silence.
‘It’s a bit of an odd reboot, isn’t it?’ I ventured. ‘I mean, it’s neither one thing nor the other.’
Adam finished the last of his sausage, took a swig of his drink and dabbed a frothy blue
moustache from his upper lip with a napkin.
‘That’s because it hasn’t worked. At least not properly. There’s been some sort of glitch, so we
seem to have an amalgam that merges a new reality with the remnants of the old. Wizards with
smart phones; crones operating laptops; dwarves teaching art history; cars, jet planes and all the
rest of our technology apparently unchanged.’

I gestured around me. ‘But why are so many of the new cast familiar to us? Witches; fairies;
ogres and the like.’
‘Ah,’ said Adam. ‘I’ve been thinking about that. My guess is that they are from a sim that’s been
run before and that we somehow still hold racial memories of.’
‘So maybe all the old fables and fairy tales were actually rooted in something real?’ I suggested.
‘Perhaps the Brothers Grimm were holdovers from another sim—just as we are,’ I said, only
half-jokingly.
Adam drained the last of his drink and peered pensively into the bottom of his glass. ‘The thing
is,’ he observed, ‘it’s not likely to take the sim builders long to spot the glitch and put it right.’
It was something I hadn’t considered until then, and the thought that I could blink out of
existence at any moment in a puff of code sent a shiver down my spine.
‘How long do you think we have?’
Adam shrugged. ‘Your guess is as good as mine. It depends on how subjective time within the
sim compares with the real time of the builders. It is perfectly possible that our entire lives could
pass while the operator is reaching for the reset button.’
‘Well. At least it’ll be quick,’ I said.
‘Indeed,’ said the Prof, stretching out his legs and looking pretty relaxed about the possibility of
a sudden and unheralded demise. ‘All I can suggest is that we just go with the flow. You can
start by getting me another pint. I’m getting to rather like this stuff!’
As I made to stand, Adam leaned forward again and spoke quietly out of the corner of his mouth.
‘And may I make a suggestion?’
‘Of course,’ I replied.
‘For God’s sake, old chap, get a new wardrobe and try and blend in a bit. Everyone’s looking at
you as if you’re some sort of weirdo.’
I thought this was a bit rich, but agreed that while my jeans, T-shirt and leather bomber ensemble
may have impressed the freshers in our now-vanished world, it didn’t quite fit the bill in the new
one.

Professor Simon Bleasdale opened his front door and sucked in a lungful of icy air. The cars that
lined the north London street were white with frost and the watery sun hanging low above the
red brick villas added light but no warmth to the scene. Simon tugged his deep red gown closer,
exhaled a cloud of vapour and grinned. It was a big day. His first as Head of Department, and

later that afternoon he would give his inaugural lecture as the new professor of exoplanet
dynamics. He still missed Adam, a year on from his death at the ripe age of 95, but the old
rogue’s passing had done nothing but good for his career path. A celebration was certainly in
order for later. He would call Sylvia, the wonderfully imaginative nymph with whom he had
become physically involved in recent weeks.
Simon reached in his pocket for his smartphone and swore as he fumbled and it fell to the
ground. Reaching down to pick it up, everything blurred for a moment and he felt a strange
quivering inside as if his organs were being rearranged. Standing again, Simon shook his head to
clear it.
Shedrak shook his head to clear it. ‘That was odd,’ he thought. ‘Hope I’m not coming down with
something.’ He shook his head again. That was better. ‘Must have been someone walking on my
grave.’ Shedrak cradled the tiny bat that had fluttered out of his hand onto the ground and
attached a minuscule paper scroll to a small leather collar around its neck. He was likely to be a
bit late for dinner that evening and needed to let Sylvia know. Whispering her name into one of
the bat’s long ears, he launched it into the air and watched as it did a couple of circuits above his
head before heading east.
The snorting of one of the unicorns drew his attention. Four of the powerful black beasts shuffled
and pawed at the ground, hankering to be on their way. Shedrak’s retainer, the ancient and
grumpy Goiwyn, held the door to the carriage open, foot tapping with impatience; single eye
swivelling this way and that. But Shedrak wasn’t to be rushed. Not today.
In a couple of hours he would address the conclave of the magi; his first speech since his
induction into that august assemblage. Drawing his purple, gold-trimmed gown closer against the
early morning chill, Shedrak looked out across rolling hills towards the distant peaks; everything
bathed in the glow of the giant red sun that hovered just above the horizon. Barabel and its two
attendant moonlets huddled together high overhead; three blood-red crescents set against the pale
blue dome of a flawless spring sky. It was going to be a wonderful day; a day to remember.
REBOOT: SUCCESSFUL
THE END
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GODAN: QUEEN OF THE THIRD COAST by Garret Scheulke
Part Three
Dia relaxed. She pulled her fangs out, and sat up.
“I think I did it properly this time,” she said, looking over at Sandra, “Hopefully, he won’t end
up like you did.”
She looked back down at Godan. Under the moonlight, she saw the blood from his puncture
wounds run down his neck. She bent down, licked up the blood, and kissed Godan on the cheek.

The sun seeped through the blinds. It shined on Gareth’s face, waking him up. He sat up, and
rubbed his eyes, his head slightly aching. He looked over to the side and saw that Dia was not
there. He smelled eggs being cooked. He got out of bed and went downstairs.
Dia was naked, standing at the stove, scrambling the eggs. Gareth leaned against the door frame,
and sighed. He thought about their night of passion, and smiled.
Severe pain shot through his head. He groaned loudly, bent over, and held his face.
Dia turned around. “Hey, sweetie, are you all right?” She went over and put her arms around his
neck. “What’s wrong?”
An image of Dia biting his neck flashed before Gareth’s eyes, and disappeared. The pain
immediately ceased. Gareth looked up at a smiling Dia, who was wearing his mask.
“I’m fine,” Gareth said, standing up, “but I have a question.”
“Question, like, ‘why am I wearing your mask?’”
“No, actually I was wondering if you cook naked all the time.” Gareth wrapped his arms around
Dia’s waist, pulled her in, and kissed her.
Seems to be working, Dia thought, returning the kiss.
Gareth pulled away. “But yeah, why are you wearing my mask?”
“I think it looks better on me than it does you,” Dia pecked Gareth on the lips and returned to the
eggs, “and I like to be naked for a little bit when I wake up.” She turned around and looked over
Gareth. “Here’s a better question: do you always put your boxers back on after you finish having
sex?”

Gareth sat down at the counter. “Seeing how often I don’t bathe, consider it a sign of respect
towards your bed sheets.”
Dia divided the eggs onto two plates. “Yeah, you should shower. I’m used to terrible smells, but
you’re kinda pushing it.”
Gareth grinned. His attention turned towards the television on the wall. He then remembered
what happened before they hooked up.
“Hey, any word on how Sandra’s holding up?” Gareth asked, remembering how, in his attempt
to save Sandra from being kidnapped by Stegman’s goons, she was shot in the leg.
Pain shot through Gareth’s head again. It subsided as quickly as it came.
“I called up Munson Medical Centre before I started cooking.” Dia gave Gareth his plate and sat
down with her own. “They said she’ll make a full recovery.”
“Good to hear,” Gareth said, shoving the eggs into his mouth.
Dia stirred her eggs as she watched Gareth devour his food. In your fucking face, Silvia, she
thought, amazed at how well her memory manipulation ability worked on a non-consenting
person.
Gareth noticed her smiling at him. He swallowed his food. “What’s up?”
Dia snapped back to reality. “Oh, I’m just thankful you went out of your way for my friend like
that.”
Gareth waved his hand. “No prob—it’s what I generally do.” He guzzled his milk. He wiped his
mouth and looked Dia directly in the eyes. “Now, we should talk about the other matter.”
Dia looked at him, puzzled. “What ‘other’ matter?”
“When’s he coming back?”
“Who?”
“‘Who?’ The guy keeping you captive here! This ‘Lord Ruthven’ guy.”
Gareth winced as another shot of pain went through his head.
“You okay?” Dia asked.
Gareth shook his head. “I’m fine. Where is he?”

“Oh, Varney!” Dia started eating her eggs. “Yeah, I have no clue where he is. He’s off doing
some chore for his mom, or something, who lives out of state.”
“Why do you keep calling him that?”
“It’s his real name— ‘Lord Ruthven’ is his so-called title. Kinda like how you call yourself
‘Goman’.
“It’s ‘Godan’.”
“Whatever. Any other questions, dear?”
“Yeah, you just can’t escape right now when he isn’t in town? It’s kind of a perfect opportunity.”
Dia pretended to be annoyed. “I told you—he knows everything about me. I’ve tried to escape
before, he just dragged me back. My dad couldn’t stop him from kidnapping me from the first
place—and since you killed him, it’s not like I could even run back to him if I wanted to!”
Gareth looked down. “Sorry about that.” Gareth’s head throbbed lightly. “So, he’s even stronger
than Lycaon, huh?”
Dia nodded as she drank her milk.
“Great—fucking wonderful. Why can’t I take down one asshole that doesn’t happen to be a
superhuman freak or outright monster that’s possibly stronger than I am?”
Dia stretch herself across the counter and patted his arm. “We’ll come up with a plan, honey.
I’ve been wanting to take him down for some time, so you’re definitely not fighting him by
yourself.” She took his empty plate and put it on top of her own. “Now, you should go take a
shower. Then we’re gonna go to the mall, see a movie, and go out for dinner tonight. Got it?”
Gareth smiled, and stood up. “Whatever works for you, babe.”
Dia told him that the bathroom was past the bedroom near the end of the hall. Gareth and Dia
kissed deeply once more, and he went upstairs. Dia put the dishes in the sink and waited to hear
water going through the pipes. As soon as Gareth started showering, she unplugged her phone
and went outside on the patio. She called Silvia.
“Yes, ‘boss’?” Silvia answered.
Dia ignored the condescending tone in her voice. “Hey, bitch, I got some news for you,” she
said, taking Gareth’s mask off.
“Dia, I’m working right now. You know Lord Ruthven doesn’t approve of you contacting us
unless it’s absolutely important.”

“This is important.”
“You’ve never had anything important to say before, so I doubt you’ll do so now.”
Dia growled. “My new powers worked perfectly, you fucking cunt—just like I said it would!”
“Excuse me? What’re you talking about?”
“The guy I told you and your sisters about last night. He’s completely under my spell.”
“Are you fucking kidding me?” Silvia yelled.
“Hey, I’m your boss here. You don’t talk back to me like that!”
“Lord Ruthven may have given you some authority over us, but I know he wouldn’t approve of
what you’re doing.”
“And what if I don’t care?”
“You better start caring if you want to continue your spoiled-ass lifestyle.”
Dia smacked the railing. “Okay, I just wanted to brag about my achievement to you. Get back to
work.”
“You can’t do—”
Dia hung up the phone. She looked up at the bathroom window, and saw that it was fogged up.
He’s mine now, she thought. She looked out at the beautiful land that she and Varney owned,
and relaxed.

Dia shot at the striped ball. A solid ball bounced off it, and hit the eight ball. She cringed as it
stopped in front the top left pocket.
“Yowch,” Gareth said, twirling his pool cue around.
“Don’t get all high-and-mighty on me,” Dia said, examining the table.
“It’s not like it’s good for me either! We’re both in danger now!”
Dia grinned. “Actually, I meant to do that.”
Gareth rolled his eyes. “I bet.”

His stick nearly hit a member of the wait staff. Gareth frantically apologized. The woman
laughed, assured him it was fine, and delivered their beer. Dia paid her, plus gave her a tip.
“High roller up in here,” Gareth said, positioning himself. Gareth shot at the solid ball. It broke
up the cluster that had formed in front of the centre right pocket. The balls whizzed around the
table. One of them hit the eight ball, sending it into the top left pocket.
“It pays to have access to your captor’s money,” Dia said, chugging her beer.
Gareth shook his head, not believing how he lost. He then looked at Dia, who was decked out in
a leather jacket, black tube top, and tight jeans. “You damn right it does.”
Dia finished her beer, and sighed. She caught Gareth ogling her. “What?” she asked, smiling.
“I still can’t believe this ‘Varney’ guy just gives you a credit card. I mean, you think he’d pretty
much have you on a leash.”
Dia rolled her eyes. “I already told you, he doesn’t think of me in that manner. Wanna hit
another bar?”
Pain shot through Gareth’s head. “Sure,” he said, ignoring the pain.
“Okay, finish your beer and we’ll go.”
Gareth nodded, picked up his drink, and downed it instantly. Dia’s eyes widened.
“Goddamn, boy,” she said.
Gareth put the glass on the table. “My secret ability: the near non-existent gag reflex.”
Dia put down her glass and put her arm around Gareth’s. They walked towards the door.
“See you next week, Patrick,” the waitress who served them yelled from behind the bar. Dia
waved to her as they went out the door.
“Why did she call you ‘Patrick’?” Gareth asked, looking around frantically.
“Varney made me get a last name in order to get an I.D. And all,” Dia explained, taking a pack
of cigarettes out of her jacket pocket. “I just picked out one at random, and it’s actually worked
out pretty well.”
Gareth rolled his eyes, still in disbelief of how well Dia’s captor treated her.
“My question now,” Dia said, lighting her cigarette, “is why you keep looking around like you’re
expecting to get jumped each time we’re out in the street or enter a place. You’re starting to
weird me out.”

“You’ve been weirding me out since we’ve met,” Gareth replied. “But yeah, remember how I
said I hate Traverse City?”
Dia nodded, blowing smoke out of her nose.
“Well, it’s mainly because I have some family members and their associates that live around here
that I seriously don’t ever want to see again.”
“What’d you do to them?”
“Many things.”
“Did you steal from them?”
Gareth made a clicking sound. “Yep.”
“Did you wreck their stuff?”
“As much as I could.”
Dia grinned. “Did you beat any of them up?”
“More than that.”
“Oh, you bad boy,” Dia pulled herself closer to Gareth. “Then what do you have to worry about
if you can take them so easy?”
“Well, I THINK I took them all out—I’ve never been sure. For all I know, we could have walked
out and one of them would be across the street, walking their dogs or something.”
Dia took the cigarette out of her mouth. “And what would you have done if that did happen?”
she asked, tapping the ash off.
Gareth hummed. “We probably would have stared at each other until the white trash relative
eventually said something, which would then snap me back to reality, and I would rush over and
smash their teeth in.”
“I kinda wanna see that,” Dia said.
“Let’s keep walking around then—cause knowing how my luck goes, it’s bound to happen.”
Dia laughed, put the cigarette in her mouth, and led Gareth towards Front Street. They discussed
which way they should go, with Dia listing off all the places she thought were interesting. They
then heard police sirens.

They looked down and saw a car run the light. The police car behind it stopped pursuing it. The
car continued to honk its horn. Residents and tourists on both sides of Front Street ran away as
the car weaved down the street, smashing into trash cans and newspaper stands.
“That doesn’t look good,” Dia said.
The driver hit a pot hole, causing him to panic and swerve onto the sidewalk, barrelling towards
Gareth and Dia.
“GET BACK!” Gareth yelled. He grabbed onto Dia’s waist and jumped back. He shielded her as
the car passed by them, swerving back on the street.
“FUCKING ASSHOLE!” Gareth yelled, sitting up.
“You gonna let him get away with that?” Dia asked, flicking her cigarette away. She then noticed
that Gareth’s hair had turned grey. “Guess you’re not.”
“I’ll be back in a sec,” Godan said, standing up.
Dia smiled. “Go get him, wolf boi.”
Godan smiled, nodded, and sped down the street, putting on his mask. Dia got up and brushed
herself off.
There will probably be no better time than now to try it out, she thought.
Godan caught up with the driver, who by now had steadied himself into the left lane. Godan
growled, and sped up to the driver’s window, which was down.
“HEY, ASSHOLE!” Godan yelled. The driver looked over. “YOU NEARLY RAN ME AND
MY GIRL DOWN!”
The driver’s eyes widened at the sight of the masked, grey-haired hero. Godan could smell the
alcohol emitting from his open mouth. The driver screamed and swerved, hitting Godan, who
tumbled into a mailbox. The driver straightened himself and sped up.
Godan swore, kicked the mailbox aside, and continued the chase. The driver saw Godan in his
rear view mirror. He started shaking, causing him to swerve across the lanes. As Godan caught
up, he slammed on the brake. Godan ran past him, realized what happened, came to screeching
halt, and ran back towards the driver. He leapt onto the hood of the car.
“DUDE, JUST STOP!” Godan yelled, glaring through the windshield.
The driver stared at Godan, terrified. Godan sunk his claws into the hood and braced himself as
the car barrelled down the street.

“Okay, you’re fucking dead!” Godan yelled. He punched through the windshield and grabbed the
driver by his shirt. He then noticed the driver looking past him, a manic look on his face. Godan
looked back and saw that they were about to smash into a derelict convenience store.
“OH, SHIT!” Godan yelled. He looked back at the driver. “STOP!”
CONTINUES NEXT WEEK
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THE REMOTEST RECOLLECTION by Honza Votjisek
Translated into English by Milan Žáček
Where does you memory reach farthermost? Try to search. Where can you go back in your mind,
against the flow of time? How many years will it take for you to reach a white, unknown spot
which you don’t recognize, which won’t talk to you with any voice whatsoever? The way I am
speaking to you now?
Try to ask the people you know. So many possible stories. Forms and scenes. That one in the
form of a sandball thrown at your own mother, another time the first toy, experience... I knew
two people who claimed to remember their own delivery at birth. I thought it bullshit. Now, I am
not so sure anymore. And maybe you won’t be so sure either.
My remotest recollection is not just as old as could be expected. I might dig out a recollection
even older than that. This one, however, is the brightest, strongest. Nothing further away is quite
as bright and distinct as this one. And perhaps won’t be, ever. Because it is fading away.
A shy child’s question, full of concerns and fear.
It has been following me all my life. It has influenced the whole of my life. It’s ridiculous, but
suddenly, all of it almost makes sense. Maybe. You can make it clear, you. That’s why I
addressed you.
I’ve feared the woods in general, but I’ve been scared of the forest near our home the most.
Possibly for its proximity, its indisputable presence which I felt whenever I stepped out of the
house. It stood there, to the right. Seemingly unmoving and quiet, relentlessly present. But I’ve
always been convinced that it was beckoning to me, was whispering to me. In the embrace of the
woods I became a typical city-boy. Pavements and the coldness of concrete were more appealing
to me than grass and wood. Industrial sounds of the human life more pleasant than the song of
the wind in the branches of the trees.
My mother laughed at it. The older I was, the more she laughed. Not gleefully or mockingly, her
motherly love wouldn’t let her laugh like that. But still, at opportune moments she often teased
me about it. I might have even forgotten myself that child’s question in the course of time, but
she always kept it in her mind, and when she was in a good mood and disposition she refreshed it
in my memory. The way she reminded me of the fact that, even if I, as her son, trusted her in all
kind of things, I was not able to accept her then answer as real and definite.
Possibly, it has influenced my life more that I was able to acknowledge. When my mother died a
half year ago, suddenly I was all alone. I did not have anybody. Just the suddenly empty and
quiet flat. The last time my mother talked, it was the day of her funeral. In accordance with her
cheerful disposition, I could not get her reply from my head until her coffin was swallowed by
the earth. Everybody had left, only I remained till they covered her and the soil silenced her
voice, suddenly not so sweet at all.
When I got back to the quiet of the flat, it was obvious to me what had to be done. Not that she

had required it, but I knew that it would have pleased her. It would be a sign that I was going
forward. Alone now, but independent, on my own. It’s not such a big deal. Thousands of people
do it. Every day. At this very moment.
I stepped outside and entered the woods. Without stopping, I walked further in, deeper and
deeper. I didn’t feel any abrupt awakening, enlightenment or understanding. Damn, it was just
ordinary woods. A cluster of trees, encircled by shrubs, standing on cushions of moss, that
natural floating floor.
It was nothing special, but also nothing which would make me break down. I simply walked.
Followed the footpath visible amongst the fallen needles. I looked around, uncovered the
patulousness of the treetops, caressed their skin with my fingertips, snagged on their pores. I
breathed and perceived the pleasant smell.
It was woods. I had an idea how it looked like. Now I knew it for certain. Just the woods.
Nothing unusual, nothing atypical.
And perhaps on that day I was not the only one there, because suddenly, in the distance, I
glimpsed the unmistakable contours of a body disappearing behind a tree.
I swiftly turned in that direction, paused and waited. She came out in a second. Scuffed jeans,
chequered shirt, brown wavy hair, and a smile upon her lips. Was it for me? Or was it just a
typical male conceit?
She froze just for a while. Then she turned and started to walk away from me. But that
movement of her hand. So odd for this situation.
I don’t say that I have never had a woman. Don’t you think so? But it’s not been anything much
to write home about. Maybe that is the reason. Maybe because of that I could have interpreted
certain things in a certain manner just out of ignorance or inexperience.
But that gesture of her hand was unmistakable. And she looked so normal. Womanly. Real.
Human. Perhaps not even now could I recall when or if ever I felt like this, like at that moment,
in those woods. But perhaps it was only due to that setting, so atypical for me.
She was pretty.
I started to follow her.
She must have known it. Heard it. I was not able to avoid stepping on brittle twigs.
She ran forward a bit, and when she was passing a tree, she embraced it like an old friend of
hers, and tossed her hair like a fan.
At that moment I was afraid more than she could have been. Obviously.

She peeked from behind the tree and smiled again. This time she exposed her teeth.
I raised the palm of my hand and waved to her.
She did the same, waved to me, and then she quickly ran downhill to the bottom a small valley.
She skipped a thin stream of restless water and hid behind a tree. She disappeared behind it like
Otík the Priest in that old film comedy.
I started and accelerated my steps. That feeling that she wouldn’t appear again, that she had
simply vanished, was impossibly intense. I didn’t even know what was happening, but I didn’t
want it to come to an end.
There was a laughter. And from the left side of the bole her face popped out. Literally slashed by
her toothy smile. A bright ray of sunlight drove through her hair and caressed it so softly that no
human hand would be able to do so. Her teeth shone, she has sparks in her eyes. It was like a
flash of lighting. Then the face disappeared again, only to emerge on the right.
As I said I have not scored with women greatly, but I am not stupid either. It dawned on me
pretty fast that the woman was toying with me. Which was a pleasant discovery. Nowadays, you
would have expected her rather to be afraid. But not her. She was provoking me to play along. I
didn’t suspect how far she was willing to go, but at that instant I found it entertaining, if only
because I was in the woods, but I didn’t think about it at all. An interesting way to knock your
fears to the ground.
So I smiled and started to follow her. Not in an aggressive sort of pursuit, just in accordance with
the rules of the game.
As if she expected me to do it. She stuck out her tongue, turned on her heel and loped along the
stream down the valley. Her hair waved behind her like a cloak, small buttocks enclosed by the
denim pumping like valves of a well-oiled engine.
I accelerated a bit. I didn’t want to catch up with her, not yet, I felt that it would be too soon, but
at the same time I didn’t want her to disappear. It might end. Too quickly.
You must understand me. I didn’t have any hopes. It was so unexpected and unbelievable—I
don’t know, maybe all of this happens in the woods all the time, and I was such an idiot to avoid
them—that I didn’t even thought about it. It was simply happening, and it was pleasant.
Entertaining. Unusual. If anything, that’s the only way I thought about it.
I fell once or twice. Dry leaves were more treacherous than they appeared to be. But I didn’t
care. I fled as a doe. I didn’t look under my feet, but rather at her back. So much movement and
life in such a small space. The squares of her shirt shifted as if in some mechanical mosaic. They
seemed to move from one place to another. She skipped down the slope almost as if she didn’t
touched the ground.
It may have hypnotised me, I may have gone into a trance. I may have only let myself be

absorbed by the situation. I only paused when I felt a sudden chill spreading upwards from my
feet.
Due to the immovable coating of fallen leaves I didn’t register the water surface. Only when I
stood there almost up to my knees. A small lake embraced by swamps. A beautiful sight,
treacherous to touch.
I stopped and shouted after her: “Hey, if you want to play some more, let’s go somewhere else.
It’s dangerous here.”
She just slowed down, turned her head, sensuously—really, not to experience this regularly
doesn’t mean I didn’t know it—she looked into my eyes and provocatively nodded her head in
the direction where she was running. Then again I only saw her symmetrically moving back and
buttocks.
“Damn,” I muttered, stepped out of water and sought a direction to run the swamp around.
I ran a bit further than necessary but she herself didn’t want me to lose her from sight. Whenever
we were in danger of losing each other, she slowed down or slightly changed her direction.
When I became aware that the distance between us was getting shorter, I heard music. Really.
Nothing muffled or vague. It was a sharp and unmistakable thrumming of strings.
I turned to her, but I shouldn’t have done that. I hit a tree in full run.
Or rather... I should have hit it.
In fact, I ran through the tree.
Do you understand?
Not though the branches, but though the trunk. As if it were a hologram. But it was not.
Immediately I paused. From the corner of my eye I saw that she stopped as well.
Only then did I notice that in spite of that she was still moving. That in reality, she didn’t have
firm contours and her edges shifted. Like a picture in hot air.
My senses were roused by excitement. They had their reason. I was seized by cold. Not
imaginary, but real. All of my clothes were soaked wet. Not only up to my knees but up to my
neck. I drove my hand though my wet hair and to my surprise, I picked a wet, half-rotten oak leaf
out of it. The subtle scent of the woods was immediately replaced by a moist, dank stench of
putrefaction and decay.
I swiftly shot a glance behind me, over there, to that water surface.

You know, I knew what was happening. All of a sudden everything stopped and all of my senses
caught up with the actual reality. It took a while, as if I had run a bit in front of it and now was
letting them catch up with me. To discover and learn the truth. The reality of what had really
happened.
As if in confirmation, a drop of water found its way into my ear and muffled it. The murmuring
gained in strength. I knew that if I put my finger in my ear, I would probably touch needles.
Resigned and reconciled, I looked up at the woman. She was blending with the air there, smiling.
Then she subtly shrugged.
At that moment not only my mother spoke, but me too.
“And, mummy,” my childish scared little voice said, “do fairies live in the woods behind our
house?”
“Don’t be afraid,” she answered at that time and since then several times not only in my
memories, “fairies exist only in fairy-tales.”
When my mother’s voice faded out, the women was nowhere to be seen. I have never seen her
since. I’d come to terms with my current state pretty quickly. Well, what else can you do, you
know, in this stage? But this is what I regret, this uncertainty. This was the only thing which I
didn’t believe my mother said. Or to be more accurate, which I doubted. And then I was standing
practically within reach of the truth, and again ended up in uncertainty. I don’t have the least bit
of certainty that I saw her in the woods. Do you understand? I’d like to have proof. A witness.
Therefore I am telling you all of this. And I know that you can hear me. That you can hear the
subtle chill on your ear and the stream of my words which are flowing into it. I am here. Believe
it. Close to you.
You don’t want to go to the woods? Don’t be afraid, it’s here, just round the corner, a short
way... Look.
To that water.
To have a look... Just to have a look.
You may see her too.
And I will know that it was not just a dream. That it was not a pre-mortal hallucination.
Come on...
Don’t make a fuss about it.
I can’t be more convincing than that.

THE END
Honza Vojtíšek (1978--)
Czech horror writer. Publisher of the electronic horror magazine Howard. He published three
collections of short stories, his work can be found in more than ten anthologies in the Czech
Republic, Poland and Slovakia. He edits horror anthologies, writes comic scripts. Organizes the
HorrorCon. Three of his short stories were adapted for film.
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9 OUT OF 10 CATS PREFER by Colin Adams
Two kittens paw and mew at each other on the rough surface of the bar of the Rusty Bucket. One
is black as jet and the other is pure white. Nursing piss warm beers, Ace Basin and Lanolin
Rarebit watch them impassively. Lanolin gathers her hair back over the nape of her neck.
-They’re like you and me, those cats.
-How so?
-Partners innit? Yeah, the white one’s a bit cool, the black one’s dark and brooding. You’re the
black one. Dark clouds and shit, that’s you. I mean look at him. Only today Sten was tellin’ me
how the black one got in the stores out back and pissed on all her spuds.
-What?
-Seriously, ripped up her potatoes, then pissed on them. Didn’t eat any of it, just did it cause he
was sulky. That’s you, that. I wouldn’t have it any other way, pal, but you are trouble.
Lan raised her glass, paused it in half salute and took a drink. Ace took a moment to look at his
beer while he digested Lan’s speech.
-But you’re the one who wants to Rift them some cat food.
-Word is Rifts are showing strong resemblance right now.
-How strong?
-Lennon’s dead.
-When?
-’79
-That close? They wise?
-Nope, naive as they come. Think it’s all some sort of global warming catastrophe. But they may
not stay stable for long, so bring your knives, we’re going shopping.
Ace finished his beer at a swallow and stood up.

Materializing from a fissure in space-time, two people dressed like cowboys walk into a bar. The
bar was situated on the edge of a gentrified Bowery and if you were being generous, you would
say the bar had character. The long, pitted bar rang the length of one wall. Rows of tattered

booths along the other. Hanging above the bar, a TV showed sports. The two strode in with
confidence. They had made careers out of these kinds of moments and had perfected just this
kind of entrance. They were disappointed when the music continued playing, and the two
customers didn’t turn from the TV on the wall. They were gratified to see the barman dive
behind the counter but disappointed once more when he reappeared with a shotgun.
-You two are barred, he said, Get the fuck out.
Turning to his partner, Ace Basin made a calming gesture with the flats of his palms and then
stepped forward.
-There must be some mistake, friend. We’re new here.
He gestured roundly to indicate he meant not just this building but the continent, planet, timeline
and universe.
-You’re the two were here last week kicking seven shades of shit out of my regulars.
-You are mistaken, we’re just looking for—
-Cat food. That’s what you said last time.
-Right. And did you help us?
-Help you what?
-Find some cat food.
-Did I fuck.
-Can you help us now?
The barman raised the gun to his shoulder and his look of exasperation firmed.
-5
-Come on friend, we just need some food for her cat.
-4
-Come on, Lan.
-3
-Alright, we’re going, chill out. Nice shotgun by the way.

Outside, the two contemplated the cold night air and their breath misted as they spoke.
-What was that all about?
-Dunno.
-Parallel versions of us?
-Really? Also looking for cat food? In the exact same bar?
-In an infinite universe of infinite parallels that’s rapidly destabilising—
-Give it a rest.
-Okay, well maybe it was us. Just from the future?
-I tell you one thing, he was such a prick, I’m tempted.
The two continued up the street. They garnered stares everywhere. Even in down-at-heel New
York two people dressed like cowboys was not something you see a lot. Ace Basin wore a long
dust-brown coat, beaten down flat soled boots, dirty blue jeans and a shirt that was very dark
blue. His face was pale and lined and his hair was black and cut into a loose bowl shape. He
always looked thin and drawn and his startling blue eyes gave his face a cold, ascetic look.
Occasionally, a knife clinked somewhere about his person. Lanolin Rarebit was better dressed
than Ace, she looked nicer too. All in black with string ties over black denim shirt. Lanolin
carried guns she doesn’t remember buying—they sat on her hips slung low on a belt she doesn’t
remember buying either. She had long, straight brown hair that framed a friendly smile and thin
oval face. Both wore the kind of cowboy hats cowboys wear in films.
Right now, they were walking down a darkening boulevard looking at signs and lights and shops
and not knowing exactly what they meant. All these signifiers tickled at their brains but it was
like watching a favourite movie in a foreign language. All they knew, all they remembered was
that people in bars knew how to get things so they picked another one and walked in…
This time the music was loud and people did stare. Elbows nudged and fingers pointed. In the
gap between tunes, somebody shouted, “Howdy, cowboys!” There was a chorus of laughter at
this. The partners were on familiar territory now. This was more like it. Lan approached the bar.
The barwoman was broad and tattooed and looked surly and mean. Lan had to shout in her ear.
The barwoman pointed and shouted something back. Lan tipped her hat and the two walked out
of the bar.
They were five fellows waiting outside. They stood under the lamplight in the alley leading to
the bar. Five more followed Ace and Lan out the door. They wore caps and baggy jeans. They
carried a variety of weapons. It was like coming home.

Ace pointed and a knife left his sleeve and finished in the eye of one twelve feet away. There
was a pause. Complete silence. This was the best bit. The bit before the first body fell. The bass
from the bar thudded gently in the background. Somewhere, sirens called out to each other in the
darkness. The gang were doing that thing gangs do in moments like this. They were calculating
their odds based on their revised perception of Lan and her goofy looking partner, taking into
account the alacrity with which Ace had dispatched their colleague. Their odds were shrinking
when Lan moved like greasy death. Two revolvers appeared in her hands and barked. Two more
fell bearded with blood. Lan wondered who would be the first to cut and run. The two with guns
raised them to aim and blades bloomed in their throats, red petals falling to the concrete. At that
point, 10 more goons leaked out the door of the bar attracted by the gun fire. The partners looked
at each other and the close work began.
The revolvers barked again. And again. Ace moved in closer, knives out. He moved on his toes,
skipping under blows and lunges, stabbing, twisting and slicing. Blood hit the pavement in great,
wet slaps. There were no screams just grunts. The gunshot echoes barrelled off the walls of the
alley. It was over in minutes.
Ace was morose as he retrieved his knives.
-It’s too easy innit, taking a life. And for what?
Lanolin was reloading her guns and she looked up.
-Cat food. Besides they’re dead anyway. We’re here and that means Time’s crackin’ this place
like walnuts soon.
Ace unhooked a knife hilt from the ribs of warm corpse and wiped the blood on its jacket. He
sighed. Somewhere, near the bottom of the pile of corpses, someone groaned.
-Does that make it alright? All of existence is systematically tearing itself apart and we’re
strolling through these Rifts looting and killing. Makes you wonder what the point is?
-That’s just it, Ace. No one. Whoever they were, they’re gone. It’s all gone. You can’t grieve
what you don’t remember. We can act with impunity. It’s kind of a gift, really.
Lan pointed and continued-I was right, you know. You are the black cat.
Ace removed a knife from the eye socket of the first victim with a wet slurp.
-I know, it’s just that sometimes it all feels pointless, useless.
-Ace, it was ever thus. Man looks at stars and wishes he was bigger, more important than he is. It
was like that before everything started to disintegrate. We survive as best we can, help our
friends and keep our promises. Now stop moping. Store’s this way.

Ken behind the counter stared at his idiosyncratic customers. They found the cat food easy
enough. It had pictures of cats on it. Ace began filling a canvas bag with all the cat food. Ken
stood in silence, arms in the air listening to them. Ace shouted down at Lan, “And some
potatoes? You know, for Sten?”
“Ha, maybe you’re lightening up after all.” Lan kept gun on Ken and looked around. “Aisle 3,”
she shouted. Ace hustled over, cans thudding in the bag.
The strip lights burned bright, ascetic white that accentuated the grainy dirt on the floor. There
were net bags of potatoes lined up on the floor in front of a display of mouldy looking carrots.
One strip light was broken and blinked on-off, on-off like a migraine. The siren calls had stopped
and the last one echoed close.
Ace shouted, “Lan, let’s leave by the back.” Lan shouted, “Yeah, can you come here a sec?” Ace
didn’t even need to look to know it was the law. The officers had come in drawn, and quick as
Lan was, there were two of them and there were no guarantees in this kind of situation, no
knowing how quick the law were round here. She needed to skew the odds in her favour, she
needed a diversion and here it comes—Ace, strolling down the aisle casual as you please
juggling potatoes from hand to hand like he was about to start peeling them for dinner. The
officers continued to bark, the orders growing in intensity and volume. Ace raised his hands for
calm, palms bulging with a fat Maris Piper. Outside, more cars rolled up, sirens off, lights roiling
blue silhouettes across the shop front glass. Ace and Lan were becoming increasingly out of their
depth
The one who was pointing a gun at Ace took a step towards him. Without raising her gun, Lan
shot the sprinklers and the shop erupted into a misty, wet maelstrom. Ace flicked his wrist and
broke the policeman’s nose with a potato. He reeled and staggered blinded by pain and spattered
carbs. Lan shot his partner through the hand, causing him to drop his gun with a scream. The
partners turned on their heels and ran for the fire exit.
Lan shouldered the fire exit door open and the alley was covered by three more law. They were
slow. Their guns weren’t even drawn so Ace and Lan just ran. Around the corner and sprinting,
bullets pinging off the bricks as they ran. The sirens started up again and patrol cars came
hurtling to a stop from every direction as the pair emerged onto the main road. Civilians kept
them safe for now but they were beginning to clear in great hysterical shoals and the net of
lawmen was tightening, guns pointing. The shouted warnings were dispensed with now. Soon as
the coast was clear, they would all begin to shoot, that was obvious. The two were about to duck
down an alley when something happened. The kind of thing that happens to people like Ace and
Lan.
The kind of thing that happens when they need it to but just not always how they need it to. A
Rift screamed through the stitching of the reality they were stood in and yawned into life fifty
metres in front of them and 100 meters across—right in the middle of the road. A yellow cab
screeched to a halt half-in, half-out of here and somewhere else. Everyone stopped to stare. Ace
and Lan looked at each other. Spontaneous, unscouted Rifts were the ones no one came back

from. They had seconds before the law remembered they were there. Seconds to weigh up the
possibility of a life sentence in a parallel shithole, the possibility of never seeing the Rusty
Bucket or the Nexus again, seconds to consider the possibility that this Rift might lead exactly
nowhere or exactly everywhere or exactly through the fiery gates of Damnation itself. Hardly a
choice at all really. Ace mumbled something sweary about cat food and they jumped.
THE END

Return to Contents

VENTURA X by GK Murphy
Harry David woke with his head spinning, in a field, in a haystack, this Sunday on a summer’s
afternoon. He had slept there since very late last night, as the drunken, half-arsed result of one
particularly serious and what turned out to be awful booze binge in the town centre. He sat up,
blowing the hay plastered to his lips, and first things first, considered puking up everything
swilling around in the pit of his stomach. Twenty five years old, jobless with no prospects, he
simply gave no mind to squandering his meagre benefit income, as he blew the money he did
have on wild drinking sprees as soon as it entered his pocket.
Harry reached down the front of his trousers and clawed at his itching balls. The scratching felt
good as he hacked and gouged his sweaty sack.
Through blurred vision, and the glare of the sun, he pondered the Lake District landscape and
looked across the fields at his town, situated amongst the Ventura Hillside, in the town of
Ventura itself where he lived with his two friends, Marsden and Roberto Flowers, two brothers
who shared the same age as Harry. They’d shared the house now for at least five years and came
and went just as they pleased. There was rarely an argument or ill-temper. The three youngsters
got along just fine. Life was too short for bullshit amongst friends…
It was with great shock that Harry heard a noise next to him in the haystack. The strips of hay
began to shift. It was like some zombie emerging from the grave.
Harry watched in horror as a hand emerged, seemingly reaching out towards him.
“What the fuck…?”
Suddenly, Harry was going to shit his pants. Already, the smell was apparent.
Then, the head and shoulders appeared from within the hay.
Marsden laughed, “Have you shit your pants, you dirty bastard?”
Incredulously, Harry said, “You scared me half to death. Jesus, I thought you were a zombie
about to take a bite out of my tender young flesh!”
“Five years until you’re thirty, Harry…you won’t be so tender and young, then! You’ll be as
rough as a badger’s arse!”
“You’re the same age as me, old timer! Talking about arses, I don’t think I’ll make it home in
time for a dump…” Harry pointed out, “…I’m going behind that tree over there. I’ll just have to
use dock leaves to wipe my crack, eh…unless you have a roll of super-soft tissue on your
person?” He chuckled and nudged his friend playfully.
Marsden suddenly produced a bottle of Gordon’s Gin from nowhere.

He said, “I take it you wouldn’t be interested in this, then?”
His friend was tempted yet he abstained. “I need a shit first.”
“I won’t drink all of it. There’s nearly a full bottle. But it should disappear by the time we reach
Ventura Town and get a spot of breakfast.”
Astonished, Harry said, “How can you think of food in such desperate times?”
“You’re the desperate one, buddy—go take your dump, you stinking cunt!”
Harry laughed and made a run for that tall oak tree in the far corner of the field. As a present to
the world, he left behind him a trail of rancid farts which even Marsden found particularly
pungent, as well as repugnant to the senses.
“Stinking cunt…” he muttered, unscrewing the cap on the neck of the bottle of gin.
He wiped the neck with the palm of his right hand and put it to his lips to drink. It felt like fire as
it descended down the back of his throat. He was used to that crap, though. Last night, for
example, three whole bottles of Russian vodka (only the finest), two pint glasses of rum, and
about eight ciders, had experienced the same fate.
Marsden was a stoic drinker. Out of the three friends, without a doubt he could knock back the
most handed to him on a night out, and then some.
Then, last night flooded back to him. He remembered it all.
In this very same field, there had been a bunch of sheep. There was one particularly “goodlooking one” if that made sense. In randy frame of mind, and very horny, Marsden had chased
them, his stiffened cock protruding from his zipper like a knight’s sword as it cut with diamond
precision through the nocturnal atmosphere of the lifeless field. Once he’d cornered the one he
liked, Madsen made no haste in making his move and got behind the poor beast, when he
inserted his dick to the helm in its oily crevice and began pumping away.
How low could a man sink?
(Yorkshire terrier perhaps…?)
As he downed another shot of gin, he grinned and looked around the field to see if the beasts
were still around.
They were nowhere to be seen.
Perhaps a good thing, he thought. Let’s face it, to do something so depraved as shag a sheep, you
either had to be mentally unstable, or drunk as a skunk—in which case, his was the latter, or
something pertaining to a history of schizophrenia in the family. Old Uncle Jimmy was in a

mental hospital…he escaped once. He got over the wall somewhere in Berkshire, but was found
the next day on Clapham Common giving two old age pensioners a double-mouth
blowjob…fucker deserved to be locked-up!
He’d died ten years ago when Marsden was just fifteen.
Even as a teen, he had attended Jimmy’s funeral. The family never bought him a grave stone and
to this day he lay in an unmarked grave. He had been a dirty old pervert, yes, but surely the old
timer deserved a stone? Bah, it was ten years ago. And he was long dead, so probably didn’t give
a fuck.
Right now, thinking of his escapade with the furry one last night, Marsden had a peak to see if he
could see Harry, and realized he was still mid-shit.
Thinking of that glorious sheep from last night, Marsden reached down into his trousers to grasp
his long erection. Slowly at first, he began easy strokes then as it grew harder, harder grew the
strokes. He tossed his head back and closed his eyes as his shaft tingled and seemed fit to burst.
The tip of it felt hot and prickly, but that added to his pleasure, as his phallus jutted with every
pull.
The feeling was ecstasy.
He so much desired to fuck another sheep. Perhaps, tonight he would return and do the same
again.
Suddenly, as he stared into the morning sun, amid birdsong and distant traffic, Marsden groaned
with delight as his penis reacted and flooded with come, dowsing his groin and drooling across
his hand.
Exhausted, his head drooped and he breathed heavily for a moment or two, suddenly
disgusted…a sheep, of all things…how could he stoop so low and actually fuck a damned farm
animal? It was like that porno movie he had watched online one night three years ago and never
wished to see again…it scarred him indefinitely…infinitely…and perhaps that fucking movie
was partly responsible for last night, and that poor demented sheep?
Quickly doing up his zipper, he heard trudging feet. It could only have been Harry David. If
Harry found out about last night, the entire fucking town would find out…
“Have you just had a pull?” Harry said.
Stunned, Marsden said as he motioned to the mess on his crotch, “Oh, this, no…I had a piss, it
went every fucking where!”
Harry wasn’t too bothered it seemed. “Come on, let’s get home, I need a proper sleep in a proper
bed, not a fucking haystack. My ball-bag is so itchy. I wouldn’t be surprised if we caught lice,
because there’s sheep and cows around.”

Swallowing heavily, Marsden looked alarmed, “What lice?”
“Lice that can get down the eye of your dick and gnaw away at your testicles…it happens to be a
fact that sheep and cows carry a whole range of viruses and diseases, and if you get too close to
them, their diseases can get in your bloodstream. It can seriously fuck up any healthy-living
person…”
Marsden was stunned into silence.
Harry looked puzzled. “You look as if you’ve seen a ghost, my friend. Are you okay?”
“What’s the best thing for these lice?”
“Oh,” his best buddy said, “I’d say a good bath and plenty of soap and water around your bellend, some sweet-smelling bath salts or shampoo around the gonads…”
For a moment, Marsden appeared to be in a trance. He was staring up across the yonder hills at
the Ventura Mansion which sat there in all its majesty and glory. It was an old, relatively ancient
place unlike the housing in Ventura Town, yet so old this was the place Ventura got its title, from
that place on the Hill. It was rarely frequented and rumoured to be haunted.
“We should go up there one night.” Marsden said, transfixed.
“Yeah, perhaps,” Harry said, looking around, “Ghost hunting, maybe. I hear the family that lives
there has a beautiful red-haired daughter, a real vixen, early-twenties, who is hardly ever seen in
public…I’ve never seen her, anyway.”
“As good excuse as any to investigate, then…we might even get some pussy!”
Harry helped his friend stand by offering his arm for him to grasp. He obliged, as Harry said,
“We need to have a bath first. Come on, tiger…”

Last night in Ventura…
Amine Sellers was a male prostitute that worked the streets in Ventura town most weekends,
from Friday to Sunday, and all said and done, proved quite a success with the ladies in the
surrounding areas, those who pulled up to the kerb to ask him cordially to hop in. He wasn’t too
dear, and he wasn’t extortionate—he sold himself for a bargain price!
And, as many would attest, his best feature was mammoth for 20 year old Amine.
It was rare anybody complained when he whipped it out in the back seat of the car or the
bedrooms of many single white females in the area out for thrills or a cheap fuck.

Amine was always happy to oblige.
His speciality was pulling out after plenty of action pumping pussy and shooting his full load
over the clients’ faces.
They loved him for that because he always had plenty in the tank, no matter how many jobs he
had on that night. Amine was popular and always busy, being muscular, tall, dark and handsome.
The only trouble, he thought, was that he suffered poor vision and wore glasses everywhere. Yet
on the nights he worked, he did try to refrain wearing them because he thought they made him
look nerdy, which was never good for business, as they either made him look too severe—
instead of the full-time legendary neighbourhood gigolo.
So, his vision was impaired.
It meant that when a car pulled up and the lady driver asked him to get in, he rarely could discern
their faces, meaning always he was treading through unchartered waters. But, it was no problem
at the end of the day, since it was just a job for him and a job was a job, and because the sex was
just a form of employment whether you liked it or loathed, in Amine’s case he loathed it, which
perhaps contributed to the fact he hated women passionately and was predominantly
homosexual. He had always preferred men, anyway. It was always a treat when a dude pulled up
in their car. Truthfully, deep down, and he might have secretly admitted, he preferred sucking to
being sucked-off anyway, and would have had it this way any day of the week, since he was
proud to be queer and this was his main bag.
But ladies were his main bread and butter.
Currently sat in the front passenger seat of a black Nissan he peered across to his right side and
the driver, a lady who wore a thin lace veil over the lower part of her face. Yet, because of his
poor vision, Amine could barely make out her face in the darkness of the country road they were
traversing at a steady cruising pace. The woman—or young lady—had barely spoken two words
the entire journey, which in a way, Amine thought was odd to say the least, and with the veilthing going on, a bit unsettling and creepy.
Plus, another odd factor to this, she was driving them into the countryside, a couple of miles
outside of Ventura.
Amine chuckled and asked politely, “Where are we going, miss? Do you live out here?”
At last, she spoke yet it was without even the slightest hint of humour, “I thought we’d head into
the hills. We can settle down on the grass somewhere. After all, it is British summer time and
tonight is a fresher than usual, warm night, don’t you agree?”
Amine was just glad to hear her speak. She sounded cool, younger than his usual clientele.

“How old are you, miss?” Amine enquired.
“Twenty four, actually…next question…” She chuckled, adding, “…Don’t worry, I’m old
enough to screw around…even pay good money for the pleasure as well.”
He guessed, under the veil, she was quite a stunner, and yet even that puzzled him. “Why does a
girl like you feel she has to pay for it? Seems a bit strange…”
“Perhaps it adds to the excitement, having to pay money, the thrill of soliciting, knowing that
what you do is illegal, that it is taboo, that there is a possibility we might get caught, the shame,
the disgrace, the horrid rumours…understand?”
Actually, yes he did, it made good sense. She paid for the risk of getting caught, which even yes,
even for Amine (being gay) added to the excitement.
He said, “Is there much farther to go? You never mentioned your name, miss…I’m Amine, by
the way, your local neighbourhood slut.”
He expected her to laugh at this. Perhaps it sounded slightly blunt and rude, and he immediately
regretted saying it in the first place. “Forgive me, I don’t mean to sound ignorant or rude.”
“My name is Laurie Naylor…I live at Venture House. You know, the mansion near Dent Hill, on
the right hand side overlooking the town?”
Stunned, Amine said, “I thought that place was deserted, haunted even.”
“We renovated it six months ago. My entire family live there now, my mother and father, myself,
my brother and two sisters. My brother is gay.”
Curious, Amine said, “So…? Why would you tell me that he’s gay? I’m not gay…well, I am, I
suppose…I’m more bisexual, really, I like to swing both ways. Laurie is a beautiful name.”
“My brother would love you.”
“Is he very good looking?”
“Very handsome, yes…he’s just arrived back from a working holiday in Romania and Austria,
even Transylvania…the place where Count Dracula reputedly lives in his huge castle on the big
hill. My brother tells me the castle exists—yet sadly, no Count Dracula…” Laurie said, and
finally laughed.
“I guess that’s a relief and a blessing, then. Your brother may have returned back to England a
living, breathing vampire, with a taste for fresh blood and fear of crucifixes and garlic.”
She laughed, “My family are of French descendants…we love nothing more than garlic. Just as
much as we love cock…”

This stunned Amine. They paused for a short while, utter silence.
Suddenly, the car pulled to a stop in a field, when they both stepped out into the warm night.
Miss Naylor, still failing to remove her facial veil, removed a blanket from the backseat of the
car and set it down on the grass. Amine was stuck as to what to do next. Everything seemed
peculiarly weird on this trip into the countryside—at night, under just the light of the moon.
She wore a black skirt and black stockings. Without any prompting, she abruptly sat down on the
blanket and started removing these articles, skirt and tights, until the red-haired was completely
naked from the waist down. Amine might have been gay—or bisexual, even—but the impaired
sight of her fiery red pussy excited him immensely, when his mammoth cock stiffened and
lengthened vastly in a flash, bulging in his trousers.
“Show me your dick…” Laurie said, and reclined suddenly, spreading her legs to provide view
of the clitoris buried amid ginger pubes, “…Stick it in my cunt and fuck me hard!”
Quickly, Amine dropped his trousers and unleashed the beast. It looked like a viper with a
deformed skull for such was the huge size of his bell-end.
“You’re such a big man,” Laurie was forced to admit.
Amine squatted between her legs at last, holding his shaft and teasing her pink clit with the tip of
his penis before fully penetrating the gaping hole.
He paused to look at her in the darkness. “Believe it or not,” he said, “I can barely see you, as
I’m not wearing my spectacles, and you’re mostly a blur. But what I can make out is that you’re
a very beautiful young woman, and it still puzzles me why you, with such beauty, would ever
bother with a poor rent boy such as the likes of me. As you admit, though…it might be the thrill,
the town shame in being caught and the whole taboo. I guess it makes sense, perfect sense
actually, that somebody of your nobility and social standing in the Ventura community would
find sexual gratification in such things. I’m not criticising you, no way am I…I mean, to be
honest, I seek my own thrills in this world as well, and people may well call me perverted or
depraved, but a boy has to earn a living somehow and I don’t give a fuck who I upset, really.”
Suddenly, Laurie Naylor’s mouth opened wider than a mammoth yawn and sprouted row after
row of long vicious-looking fangs, abnormally-sized, sharper than razors and every inch as
destructive and deadly. In moments, the mouth-size was as wide and bigger than her entire head,
for when the mouth widened, the teeth seemed to poke out and emerge outward-facing on stalks,
like a ridiculous Venus Fly Trap on stalks, which protruded at great length until eventually the
deformity paused merely an inch or two her rent boy’s face, where it briefly halted.
“Shit, no…” Amine muttered, his eyes widening as his cock shrivelled back into his trousers.
Too late—the teeth had him. Shockingly, they grappled a hold around his features and managed
to somehow fasten onto the male prostitute’s entire face, sinking into the frightened flesh, as a
chunk including nose, eyes and mouth were tackled and promptly ripped from the skull, so they

could be devoured all at once by the once-beautiful and desirable creature Laurie, now it seemed
in her true guise as a vicious monster.
Amine’s final scream was muffled and blocked, as a large cracking, splintering sound pervaded
the atmosphere, the sound of bone obliterating in the night, mixed with spurts of blood and
projectile brain tissue.

So, back to Sunday morning…
Roberto Flowers was the luckiest bastard alive without a shadow of a fucking doubt. Handsome,
tall, with access to choice drugs and booze (which he bought in the city on his travels and
brought back to Ventura), usually during the night. But the house he shared with brother
Marsden, and best buddy Harry David, was becoming like his warehouse these days which
wasn’t smart at all (the police could raid it at any time and then everybody would be fucked—
probably imprisoned—so Roberto was taking big risks), since good and highly profitable deals
and cash sales went down here in this house. Plus, the crafty, cunning fucker now had ladies of
the night working for him, which made for perks of the job yes, but wasn’t this outcome just
fucking taking this entrepreneur malarkey a bit too seriously?
It seemed to generate preposterous amounts of money anyway so it could hardly be that bad, just
like Harry and Marsden agreed. Bastards, they knew what side of their bread was buttered! But
fuck it, money was for spending and sharing, providing for folks, subsidizing nights out on the
town, booze and drugs (which Harry and Marsden never had to pay for, incidentally), and
somewhere along the line it had gotten profoundly less of a chore and easier to pick up the bestlooking ladies. It was amazing how the root of all evil provided good hard shags.
When he opened his eyes in bed that morning, it was with astonishment when he discovered he
was flanked on either side of the bed with two naked women, one of colour, and a massivebreasted blond. Remembering last night’s foray into Birmingham (and Newcastle somewhere
along the line), and the few pounds of hash he purchased from an ‘associate,’ he smiled at the
two women in the bed next to him, and even reached across to stroke Penny’s big kinky Afro—
Penny, who had proven the greatest fuck of his life last night.
Penny reached across to the bedside table to grab a mug of tea she’d especially made for her
current suitor. Roberto obliged, saying “Thank you, Penny…” and took a swig from the mug.
Penny Livingstone was a talented lady, indeed—the tea had two sugars, so it tasted sweet, and if
he recalled correctly, it was perhaps more sweeter (only by a touch) than the Jamaican’s gash,
since he had delved his tongue into that tight crevice last night before collapsing and slipping
into a drunken heap in the bedroom.
He asked, “Where’s Marsden and Harry, girls? I remember they said they were off for a drinking
session in Whitehaven last night, did they go eventually?”

The blond shifted in the bed, pushing her cleavage into Roberto’s face and stifling his breathing
or right to oxygen.
Veronica—for that was her name—said, “I don’t know anyone called Marsden and Harry. All I
know is that I’m horny and I want your cock. How does that sound?”
Penny reached under the duvet until she found his stiff member and grappled with it to get a
better grip. Slowly, back and forth, she started to pump, just slow and easy, like stroking the pet
cat.
As his head rolled back, so did Roberto’s eyes, as Veronica started licking and teasing his
nipples, right then as Penny flung back the bedcovers to reveal his cock and exactly what she
was about to do with it. For Roberto, it was ten birthdays all at once and then some.
“How old are you, Roberto?” Veronica enquired, kissing his lips.
It seemed such a random enquiry.
“Twenty something…I’m not sure…I don’t remember.”
This bewildered Penny, who said, “You don’t remember your own age? I’d say late twenties,
early thirties.”
“About that, yeah…”
Veronica gasped when she saw his swollen penis. “And so big for such a tender age…!”
Penny said, “And so sexy as well!”
Veronica giggled as she licked the tip of his nose, “Yes, so sexy, just like last night when you
come over my face and in my mouth, and then rammed it up my arse!”
This amused Roberto. “Did I do that? Did I actually do that? Did it hurt you?”
“Oh, it hurt…but it was the greatest hurting ever. I want you to do it again before you drive us
back to Birmingham.”
Penny giggled, “We can stop off at H Samuels on the way. I could do with a new gold necklace.
I have a nice one in mind. I’ll show you.”
The blond added to this, “I was thinking about diamonds and pearls.”
“And gold, lots of gold, like bracelets and rings…” the coloured girl chimed in.
During this time, Penny had begun sucking his cock with great force. Roberto experienced her
teeth rub against his shaft as her head bobbed up and down, swallowing his entire length and

relishing every bit of its size, its saltiness, its juices, its fullness in her mouth—and she wanted
every bit of it in her mouth, right up to that point in time where it jutted and hot semen flowed.
Like Veronica, before they eventually set off on the journey back to Birmingham, she wanted to
swallow his come and taste his supreme rancid spurt and feel it drool and dribble into the depths
of her eager throat. Suddenly, she wrapped her tongue completely around the shaft and pumped
it, looking like she was doing it sideways, which technically she was.
Here, Veronica guided Roberto’s hand to her bare arse, and most bizarrely, her exposed arsehole
where she guided his thumb in a certain direction where he could insert it and penetrate her
twitchy ring-piece. She confided, “Please, Roberto, have a feel about, ram my arsehole…”
Roberto obliged but he still had a headache from the booze the night before.
He could barely remember Penny and Veronica but fucking around with them now was an
opportunity not to be shunned. His excitement grew though and he was slowly starting to get into
the swing of things as he rested his free hand on top of Penny’s bobbing head, and
simultaneously, chuckled with ecstasy as he pumped Veronica’s arse with what was now two
fingers. He loved doing this because they guided him, plus they loved it.
But it all came to a climax very quickly this fine morning in Cumbria and the Lake District,
where Roberto lived with his brother and best friend. Usually, when he travelled to places like
Birmingham, Manchester or London, he always got a trusted friend to drive him, to transport him
places, and carry the contraband back home in the boot and backseat. As payment for the favour,
Roberto give the driver ten percent of all sales, which normally took place at weekends in a bar
or local pub in the town centre.
As Veronica groaned with pleasure and Penny sucked, Roberto said, “I can’t drive you back to
Birmingham. I don’t drive…and you’ll have trouble getting a train at the weekend.”
Everything ceased here as the two ladies contemplated him with bewilderment and what looked
like a horrified expression.
“I’m sorry, girls…” he said, feigning a smile as best he could, adding, “…looks like you’re on
your lonesome!”
Penny hissed, “You bastard…you absolute rotten bastard. We came here to the middle of
nowhere from Birmingham and you say you’re not transporting us home.”
“Easy…” said Veronica, “…you can pay for us a taxi.”
“Not a fucking chance, Veronica…taxis will cost a fucking fortune at weekends and if I did that
all the profit I made last night off my sales would be reduced to pennies, so I guess you’re either
walking, hitchhiking, or catching the Sunday Service bus home to Birmingham. I’m not your
sugar-daddy…”

Penny said, “But you fucked us, you fingered us, we sucked your cock…we swallowed your
come!”
Shrugging, Roberto said, “I suppose you had better go catch a bus!”
Downstairs in the lobby, when the front door opened and Harry and Marsden entered, a loud
scream echoed throughout the building as swindler and user Roberto felt the force of Penny as
she punched his stiff cock. In fact, the cry could be heard at the bottom of the road.

Outside Venture House on The Hill two hours later…
Harry banged the iron knocker on the huge Oak door to the mansion. A young woman answered.
The lower half of her face obscured by a veil made of black lace. In the sunshine, it was still
difficult to discern her features through the veil, but all in all she appeared quite attractive and
somewhat sultry in the harsh light of day.
Marsden, Roberto and Harry looked like fish out of water standing there. They’d already had a
long consultation as to what they’d say—and prayed it might work and get them inside the
mysterious building, which they somehow imagined had to be a den of vice and glorious
perversion.
Harry spoke first, “Hi, we heard about the party. I know we weren’t invited but we’re three local
lads, so…well…”
The girl laughed, “We have no parties here…unless you refer to our splendid orgies?”
Dumbstruck, the lads stared into space.
That was some fucking response from the lady with the veil.
Marsden said nervously, “We’re up for a good orgy. In fact, we attend orgies quite a lot. As a
matter of fact the three of us are seasoned orgy attendees. We live and breathe orgies…” He
looked to his brother and Harry for support, adding hurriedly, “…don’t we’ fellers, live and
breathe the old orgy game?”
The other two were still stunned. It amused the girl their dumb expressions at her last remark.
“Yeah,” Harry said, cracking a smile of excitement, “Everybody loves a good orgy, all that
fucking people left, right and centre and other perverted stuff like good old blowjobs and expert
rimming…”
Soon, they were in the house, inside Venture House living quarters.
The orgy was going on right now for all to witness.

Nearby, a mature couple were engaged in anal sex, a picture of concentration and exhaustion as
the man pumped the woman’s arse, puffing and groaning. Aghast and shocked, the lads just
stared, mouths slack and wide in disbelief. Roberto commented, “They’re making a good go of
it.”
“Oh,” said the veiled lady, “Mummy and Daddy always partake in anal.”
Harry raised his eyebrows in surprise. It sounded ludicrous and so damned WRONG to witness
such perversion but all an education for the three of them. Who could have dreamt this shit
happened here? Why was this their first time here? Harry said, “You mean, that’s your mum and
dad?”
“Are you shocked, Harry?” she said.
“Fuck no,” Harry interjected, “If my mum and dad were here, they’d do the same!”
The vintage living area was illuminated by candles only. There was no electricity or gas in
Ventura House. Things suddenly started to dim as the candles flickered until they finally
extinguished. Now, it was just bare slivers of sunlight and the outside world penetrating gaps in
the drapes that enabled those gathered to see each other at this point in proceedings.
There was a loud noise, a frightening noise, close to them in the dark.
In particular, Harry turned and ran back out into the lobby, heading for the entrance which he
and the others came in by. Screams and yells resonated in the huge building, but he wasn’t
stopping to find out why this was—none of his fucking business—together with the pervasive
stench of blood-letting and freshly-cut raw meat, human ripped flesh. Harry David knew his
friends Marsden and Roberto were goners by now, for sure—stone cold dead, murdered,
butchered, and ripped to fucking pieces. Everything was all happening so very fucking fast yet
realization dawned swiftly. It didn’t take a fucking full-blown professor of science or
mathematical genius to know the ones responsible for these grave and sickening acts of violence
and putrid-smelling horror…
The boys would laugh together again. They had seen the last of each other.
Harry David didn’t get far, either. As he ran out into the night, into the courtyard of the house, he
could never have realized just how those who discovered the Ventura House secret didn’t survive
that long afterwards to disclose its secret to any man, woman or child. Instead, they were
destined to a sickening fate and cruel demise at the hands of the building’s owners, just like the
ones bestowed upon Marsden and Roberto, the brothers Harry knew well and called best friends.
It came from the skies above.
A mammoth falcon swooped and assaulted Harry David with its talons, tearing into the nape of
his neck and skull, tearing his head from his shoulders. Shortly, it ascended again into the

heavens leaving a dead, bloodied mess behind. In the doorway a few feet away, laughter howled
and echoed along the lobby like the musings of a demented, pained wolfhound. It was raucous
and crazed and seemed to stay in the atmosphere for longer to come.
Ventura House closed its doors eventually.
Soon, there would be others.
THE END
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THE SEARCH FOR ASTRA PALACE by Gregory KH Bryant
Part Fifty-Four
As Ward was cursing himself for being an `idjit,’ he happened to glance upward. There, his eye
caught the lower rungs of a ladder piercing the ceiling. Ward was familiar with the type of
grenade he was dealing with. A twenty second fuse. They had already eaten up fifteen of those
seconds since the moment Ward hurled the grenade.
Saying nothing, Ward seized Lacey and tossed her bodily at the ladder. Instantly upon seeing the
ladder, Lacey understood Ward’s intent. She gripped it and began climbing.
“Mebbe three seconds,” Ward calculated as he jumped to the ladder behind Lacey.
“Two and…”
Ward had been off by one second. He always found that jarring.
The grenades exploded, each setting off the others. The Scroungers and other adventurers had
crowded near the opening to the tunnel. Those closest were almost instantly blown apart by the
blasts. They were instantly transformed into a shower of blood droplets spilled down upon the
others.
Otherwise, the blasts from the grenades blew a huge gap in the labyrinth. The concussions from
the blasts left everyone deafened.
Ward had seized hold of the ladder just below Lacey. The blast from the grenades hit his legs
hard and knocked the wind right out of him. Unable to breathe and his legs scalded by the
explosion, it was Carter’s rage that kept him alive, that kept him forcing himself up the ladder
until he came to a cubicle, just behind Lacey.
“Oh…Mister… Ward… Carter. Carter… what have they done to you?” Lacey asked, seeing the
horrific wounds that covered Ward’s body.
With great difficulty, Ward managed to force himself to inhale a few breaths into his lungs.
Excruciating, but he managed to do it.
“Nah… that was me,” Ward managed to say. “Tossed a grenade too soon…”
“Are you okay?” Lacey managed to ask. She was nearly as stunned by the concussion as Ward
had been.
Ward pulled himself fully into the ruined compartment. It had been severely rattled by the blast.
Floors and walls ballooned outward from the long set of explosions set off by Ward’s grenade.
The floor was sorely twisted, bending downward at a shocking angle at one corner. Ward and
Lacy could easily see through the wires of the cages that made up the rusted, bloody, and now

twisted labyrinth. Below them, they could see the smouldering collapse of steel and wire.
Entangled within it were the mutilated remains of treasure seekers, adventurers and Scroungers
hanging from the tunnels. An arm, a leg, hanging like ornaments from the ruined walls of the
maze.
Smoke filled the maze of cages, and through the haze of smoke, a hologram shined. Horst Dal’s
face smiled at Ward and Lacey. He was laughing, while behind him were a dozen or more of his
guests, also laughing.
“Excellent, excellent move, Carter Ward! Excellent move! You’ve already killed off nearly
twenty men, and, I must say, in a most witty manner.”
Ward said nothing.
“Ha! Ha! Oh, Mister Carter Ward, I’d put you on my payroll, but I have a large amount of
money on you. The more you kill, the more I take. So, please. Kill away.”
Horst Dal finished his brief elocution, leaned back in his opulent chair and smiled broadly.
Yamir, enveloped in a robe of golden silk, sat next to Host Dal. He, too, grinned.
And the cage floor beneath Ward and Lacey collapsed.
They fell far too rapidly to respond. All they could do was tumble down the breaking ceilings
and floors of wire and steel vast assortments of gashes and open scars.
At last they landed hard upon a mound of rusted wire and steel bars.
“Haah!” came the sound from Ward as the air was punched right out of his lungs. He remained
in the pile of wire, he himself being not much more than a pile of human wreckage himself
Fortunately for her, Lacey landed directly on top of Ward. Being of a much more delicate build
than Ward—she weighed in at a mere five foot four in height, and a bare one hundred and twenty
pounds in weight. Had she landed on this pile of rusted wire herself, while wearing nothing more
than a thong to amuse the audiences, it may very certainly have killed her.
But as it happened, Lacey landed on Ward’s hard body which very certainly is the small detail
that kept her alive. She slipped off Ward’s body, lay beside him breathing heavily. Ward was
unconscious.
“Carter?” she asked. “Carter? Are you alive?”
She touched Ward’s shoulder. When she pulled her hand away, her hand was soaked with blood.
“Oh… Carter,” she said.

Ward opened his eyes. They were flat and unresponsive.
“Carter? Carter?”
From overhead, pieces of wreckage continued to fall, narrowly missing both Lacey and Ward.
Between them, they had started their adventure with three stolen laser pistols. Ward had lost both
the pistols he had stolen from the guards who had escorted them onto the field of death. Lacey,
somehow, had managed to maintain an heroic grip on the pistol Ward had hurriedly handed off
to her.
“Carter?” she asked again. Still no response.
With an expert eye (a woman had to know her stuff in these rough regions), Lacey checked the
pistol she still gripped in her hand. It worked fine. Another standard issue; stun, blind, burn/kill.
One of her boyfriends, two or three back, had taken her to the range on any of their dates. She
had shown a real talent for the pistol, which amused her boyfriend hugely.
“Carter?”
Ward’s head lolled stupidly. His eyes saw nothing.
She did not know it, but with the collapse of the tunnels overhead, Horst Dal’s cameras lost all
track of him. These moments would have been ideal for seeking any escape. Or they would have
been, had the cunning Carter Ward been conscious.
But he wasn’t. In fact, he was, as he had so many times before, dancing on the very edge of
death. His legs were yet smouldering, the stench of his charred flesh filling the narrow pit of wire
and steel bars.
“Carter? Carter…?”
From overhead there came the sound of metal clanking against metal. The cause was
unmistakable. Someone was coming.
“…Carter…?”
CONTINUES NEXT ISSUE
Now available from Schlock! Publications: Carter Ward—Space Rat by Gregory KH Bryant.
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ERIC BRIGHTEYES by H Rider Haggard
XIV: How Eric Dreamed a Dream
Now, when the men of Ospakar, who were gathered on the poop of the Raven, saw what had
come about, they shouted aloud and made ready to slay the pair. But Eric and Skallagrim
clambered to the mast and got their backs against it, and swiftly made themselves fast with a
rope, so that they might not fall with the rolling of the ship. Then the people of Ospakar came on
to cut them down.
But this was no easy task, for they might scarcely stand, and they could not shoot with the bow.
Moreover, Eric and Skallagrim, being bound to the mast, had the use of both hands and were
minded to die hard. Therefore Ospakar’s folks got but one thing by their onslaught, and that was
death, for three of their number fell beneath the long sweep of Whitefire, and one bowed before
the axe of Skallagrim. Then they drew back and strove to throw spears at these two, but they
flew wide because of the rolling of the vessel. One spear struck the mast near the head of
Skallagrim. He drew it out, and, waiting till the ship steadied herself in the trough of the sea,
hurled it at a knot of Ospakar’s thralls, and a man got his death from it. After that they threw no
more spears.
Thence once more the crew came on with swords and axes, but faint-heartedly, and the end of it
was that they lost some more men dead and wounded and fell back again.
Skallagrim mocked at them with bitter words, and one of them, made mad by his scoffing, cast a
heavy ballast-stone at him. It fell upon his shoulder and numbed him.
“Now I am unmeet for fight, lord,” said Skallagrim, “for my right arm is dead and I can scarcely
hold my axe.”
“That is ill, then,” said Eric, “for we have little help, except from each other, and I, too, am wellnigh spent. Well, we have done a great deed and now it is time to rest.”
“My left arm is yet whole, lord, and I can make shift for a while with it. Cut loose the cord
before they bait us to death, and let us rush upon these wolves and fall fighting.”
“A good counsel,” said Eric, “and a quick end; but stay a while: what plan have they now?”
Now the men of Ospakar, having little heart left in them for such work as this, had taken thought
together.
“We have got great hurt, and little honour,” said the mate. “There are but nineteen of us left
alive, and that is scarcely enough to work the ship, and it seems that we shall be fewer before
Eric Brighteyes and Skallagrim Lambstail lie quiet by yonder mast. They are mighty men,
indeed, and it would be better, methinks, to deal with them by craft, rather than by force.”
The sailors said that this was a good word, for they were weary of the sight of Whitefire as he

flamed on high and the sound of the axe of Skallagrim as it crashed through helm and byrnie;
and as fear crept in valour fled out.
“This is my rede, then,” said the mate: “that we go to them and give them peace, and lay them in
bonds, swearing that we will put them ashore when we are come back to Iceland. But when we
have them fast, as they sleep at night, we will creep on them and hurl them into the sea, and
afterwards we will say that we slew them fighting.”
“A shameful deed!” said a man.
“Then go thou up against them,” answered the mate. “If we slay them not, then shall this tale be
told against us throughout Iceland: that a ship’s company were worsted by two men, and we may
not live beneath that dishonour.”
The man held his peace, and the mate, laying down his arms, crept forward alone, towards the
mast, just as Eric and Skallagrim were about to cut themselves loose and rush on them.
“What wouldest thou?” shouted Eric. “Has it gone so well with you with arms that ye are minded
to come up against us bearing none?”
“It has gone ill, Eric,” said the mate, “for ye twain are too mighty for us. We have lost many
men, and we shall lose more ere ye are laid low. Therefore we make you this offer: that you lay
down your weapons and suffer yourselves to be bound till such time as we touch land, where we
will set you ashore, and give you your arms again. Meanwhile, we will deal with you in friendly
fashion, giving you of the best we have; nor will we set foot any suit against you for those of our
number whom ye two have slain.”
“Wherefore then should we be bound?” said Eric.
“For this reason only: that we dare not leave you free within our ship. Now choose, and, if ye
will, take peace, which we swear by all the Gods we will keep towards you, and, if ye will not,
then we will bear you down with beams and sails and stones, and slay you.”
“What thinkest thou, Skallagrim?” said Eric beneath his breath.
“I think that I find little faith in yon carle’s face,” answered Skallagrim. “Still, I am unfit to fight,
and thy strength is spent, so it seems that we must lie low if we would rise again. They can
scarcely be so base as to do murder having handselled peace to us.”
“I am not so sure of that,” said Eric; “still, starving beggars must eat bones. Hearken thou: we
take the terms, trusting to your honour; and I say this: that ye shall get shame and death if ye
depart from them to harm us.”
“Have no fear, lord,” said the mate, “we are true men.”
“That we shall look to your deeds to learn,” said Eric, laying down his sword and shield.

Skallagrim did likewise, though with no good grace. Then men came with strong cords and
bound them fast hand and foot, handling them fearsomely as men handle a live bear in a net.
Then they led them forward to the prow.
As they went Eric looked up. Yonder, twenty furlongs and more away, sailed the Gudruda.
“This is good fellowship,” said Skallagrim, “thus to leave us in the trap.”
“Nay,” answered Eric. “They cannot put about in such a sea, and doubtless also they think us
dead. Nevertheless, if ever it comes about that Hall and I stand face to face again, there will be
need for me to think of gentleness.”
“I shall think little thereon,” growled Skallagrim.
Now they were come to the prow, and there was a half deck under which they were set, out of
reach of the wind and water. In the deck was a stout iron ring, and the men made them fast with
ropes to it, so that they might move but little, and they set their helms and weapons behind them
in such fashion that they could not come at them. Then they flung cloaks about them, and
brought them food and drink, of which they stood much in need, and treated them well in every
way. But for all this Skallagrim trusted them no more.
“We are new-hooked, lord,” he said, “and they give us line. Presently they will haul us in.”
“Evil comes soon enough,” answered Eric, “no need to run to greet it,” and he fell to thinking of
Gudruda, and of the day’s deeds, till presently he dropped asleep, for he was very weary.
Now it chanced that as Eric slept he dreamed a dream so strong and strange that it seemed to live
within him. He dreamed that he slept there beneath the Raven’s deck, and that a rat came and
whispered spells into his ear. Then he dreamed that Swanhild glided towards him, walking on the
stormy seas. He saw her afar, and she came swiftly, and ever the sea grew smooth before her
feet, nor did the wind so much as stir her hair. Presently she stood by him in the ship, and,
bending over him, touched him on the shoulder, saying:
“Awake, Eric Brighteyes! Awake! awake!”
It seemed to him that he awoke and said “What tidings, Swanhild?” and that she answered:
“Ill tidings, Eric—so ill that I am come hither from Straumey1 to tell of them—ay, come walking
on the seas. Had Gudruda done so much, thinkest thou?”
“Gudruda is no witch,” he said in his dream.
“Nay, but I am a witch, and it is well for thee, Eric. Ay, I am a witch. Now do I seem to sleep at
1
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Atli’s side, and lo! here I stand by thine, and I must journey back again many a league before
another day be born—ay, many a league, and all for love of thee, Eric! Hearken, for not long
may the spell endure. I have seen this by my magic: that these men who bound thee come even
now to take thee, sleeping, and cast thee and thy thrall into the deep, there to drown.”
“If it is fated it will befall,” he said in his dream.
“Nay, it shall not befall. Put forth all thy might and burst thy bonds. Then fetch Whitefire; cut
away the bonds of Skallagrim, and give him his axe and shield. This done, cover yourselves with
your cloaks, and wait till ye hear the murderers come. Then rise and rush upon them, the two of
you, and they shall melt before your might. I have journeyed over the great deep to tell thee this,
Eric! Had Gudruda done as much, thinkest thou?”
And it seemed to him that the wraith of Swanhild kissed him on the brow, sighed and vanished,
bearing the rat in her bosom.
Eric awoke suddenly, just as though he had never slept, and looked around. He knew by the
lowness of the sun that it was far into the night, and that he had slept for many hours. They were
alone beneath the deck, and far aft, beyond the mast, as the vessel rose upon the waves—for the
sea was still rough, though the wind had fallen—Eric saw the mate of the Raven talking
earnestly with some men of his crew. Skallagrim snored beside him.
“Awake!” Eric said in his ear, “awake and listen!”
He yawned and roused himself. “What now, lord?” he said.
“This,” said Eric, and he told him the dream that he had dreamed.
“That was a fey dream,” said Skallagrim, “and now we must do as the wraith bade thee.”
“Easy to say, but hard to do,” quoth Eric; “this is a great rope that holds us, and a strong.”
“Yes, it is great and strong; still, we must burst it.”
Now Eric and Skallagrim were made fast in this fashion: their hands were bound behind them,
and their legs were lashed above the feet and above the knee. Moreover, a thick cord was fixed
about the waist of each, and this cord was passed through the iron ring and knotted there. But it
chanced that beneath the hollows of their knees ran an oaken beam, which held the forepart of
the dragon together.
“We may try this,” said Eric: “to set our feet against the beam and strain with all our strength
upon the rope; though I think that no two men can part it.”
“We shall know that presently,” said Skallagrim, gathering up his legs.
Then they set their feet against the beam and pulled till it groaned; but, though the rope gave

somewhat, it would not break. They rested a while, then strained again till the sweat burst out
upon them and the rope cut into their flesh, but still it would not part.
“We have found our match,” said Eric.
“That is not altogether proved yet,” answered the Baresark. “Many a shield is riven at the third
stroke.”
So once again they set their feet against the beam, and put out all their strength.
“The ring bends,” gasped Eric. “Now, when the roll of the ship throws our weight to leeward, in
the name of Thor pull!”
They waited, then put out their might, and lo! though the rope did not break, the iron ring burst
asunder and they rolled upon the deck.
“Well pulled, truly,” said Skallagrim as he struggled to his haunches: “I am marked about the
middle with rope-twists for many a day to come, that I will swear. What next, lord?”
“Whitefire,” answered Eric.
Now, their arms were piled a fathom or more from where they sat, and right in the prow of the
ship. Hither, then, they must crawl upon their knees, and this was weary work, for ever as the
ship rolled they fell, and could in no wise save themselves from hurt. Eric was bleeding at the
brow, and bloody was the hooked nose of Skallagrim, before they came to where Whitefire was.
At length they reached the sword, and pushed aside the bucklers that were over it with their
heads. The great war-blade was sheathed, and Eric must needs lie upon his breast and draw the
weapon somewhat with his teeth.
“This is an ill razor to shave with,” he said, rising, for the keen blade had cut his chin.
“So some have thought and perchance more shall think,” answered Skallagrim. “Now set the
rope on the edge and rub.”
This they did, and presently the thick cord that bound them was in two. Then Eric knelt upon the
deck and pressed the bonds that bound his legs upon the blade, and after him Skallagrim. They
were free now, except for their hands, and it was no easy thing to cut away the bonds upon their
wrists. It was done thus: Skallagrim sat upon the deck, and Eric pushed the sword between his
fingers with his feet. Then the Baresark rose, holding the sword, and Eric, turning back to back
with him, fretted the cords upon his wrists against the blade. Twice he cut himself, but the third
time the cord parted and he was free. He stretched his arms, for they were stiff; then took
Whitefire and cut away the bonds of Skallagrim.
“How goes it with that hurt of thine?” he asked.
“Better than I had thought,” answered Skallagrim; “the soreness has come out with the bruise.”

“That is good news,” said Eric, “for methinks, unless Swanhild walked the seas for nothing, thou
wilt soon need thine arms.”
“They have never failed me yet,” said Skallagrim and took his axe and shield. “What counsel
now?”
“This, Skallagrim: that we lie down as we were, and put the cloaks about us as though we were
yet in bonds. Then, if these knaves come, we can take them unawares as they think to take us.”
So they went again to where they had been bound, and lay down upon their shields and weapons,
drawing cloaks over them. Scarcely had they done this and rested a while, when they saw the
mate and all the crew coming along both boards towards them. They bore no weapons in their
hands.
“None too soon did Swanhild walk,” said Eric; “now we shall learn their purpose. Be thou ready
to leap forth when I give the word.”
“Ay, lord,” answered Skallagrim as he worked his stiff arms to and fro. “In such matters few
have thought me backward.”
“What news, friends?” cried Eric as the men drew near.
“Bad news for thee, Brighteyes,” answered the mate, “and that Baresark thrall of thine, for we
must loose your bands.”
“That is good news, then,” said Eric, “for our limbs are numb and dead because of the nipping of
the cords. Is land in sight?”
“Nay, nor will be for thee, Eric.”
“How now, friend? how now? Sure, having handselled peace to us, ye mean no harm towards
two unarmed men?”
“We swore to do you no harm, nor will we, Eric; this only will we do: deliver you, bound, to
Ran, and leave her to deal with you as she may.”
“Bethink you, sirs,” said Eric: “this is a cruel deed and most unmanly. We yielded to you in
faith—will ye break your troth?”
“War has no troth,” he answered, “ye are too great to let slip between our fingers. Shall it be said
of us that two men overcame us all?”
“Mayhap!” murmured Skallagrim beneath his breath.
“Oh, sirs, I beseech you,” said Eric; “I am young, and there is a maid who waits me out in

Iceland, and it is hard to die,” and he made as though he wept, while Skallagrim laughed within
his sleeve, for it was strange to see Eric feigning fear.
But the men mocked aloud.
“This is the great man,” they cried, “this is that Eric of whose deeds folk sing! Look! he weeps
like a child when he sees the water. Drag him forth and away with him into the sea!”
“Little need for that,” cried Eric, and lo! the cloaks about him and Skallagrim flew aside. Out
they came with a roar; they came out as a she-bear from her cave, and high above Brighteyes’
golden curls Whitefire shone in the pale light, and nigh to it shone the axe of Skallagrim.
Whitefire flared aloft, then down he fell and sought the false heart of the mate. The great axe of
Skallagrim shone and was lost in the breast of the carle who stood before him.
“Trolls!” shrieked one. “Here are trolls!” and turned to fly. But again Whitefire was up and that
man flew not far—one pace, and no more. Then they fled screaming and after them came axe
and sword. They fled, they fell, they leaped into the sea, till none were left to fall and leap, for
they had no time or heart to find or draw their weapons, and presently Eric Brighteyes and
Skallagrim Lambstail stood alone upon the deck—alone with the dead.
“Swanhild is a wise witch,” gasped Eric, “and, whatever ill she has done, I will remember this to
her honour.”
“Little good comes of witchcraft,” answered Skallagrim, wiping his brow: “to-day it works for
our hands, to-morrow it shall work against them.”
“To the helm,” said Eric; “the ship yaws and comes side on to the seas.”
Skallagrim sprang to the tiller and put his strength on it, and but just in time, for one big sea
came aboard them and left much water in the hold.
“We owe this to thy Baresark ways,” said Eric. “Hadst thou not slain the steersman we had not
filled with water.”
“True, lord,” answered Skallagrim; “but when once my axe is aloft, it seems to fly of itself, till
nothing is left before it. What course now?”
“The same on which the Gudruda was laid. Perhaps, if we may endure till we come to the Farey
Isles,2 we shall find her in harbour there.”
“There is not much chance of that,” said Skallagrim; “still, the wind is fair, and we fly fast before
it.”
Then they lashed the tiller and set to bailing. They bailed long, and it was heavy work, but they
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rid the ship of much water. After that they ate food, for it was now morning, and it came on to
blow yet more strongly.
For three days and three nights it blew thus, and the Raven sped along before the gale. All this
time, turn and turn about, Eric and Skallagrim stood at the helm and tended the sails. They had
little time to eat, and none to sleep. They were so hard pressed also, and must harbour their
strength so closely, that the bodies of the dead men yet cumbered the hold. Thus they grew very
weary and like to fall from faintness, but still they held the Raven on her course. In the beginning
of the fourth night a great sea struck the good ship so that she quivered from stem to stern.
“Methinks I hear water bubbling up,” said Skallagrim in a hoarse voice.
Eric climbed down into the well and lifted the bottom planks, and there beneath them was a leak
through which the water spouted in a thin stream. He stopped up the rent as best he might with
garments from the dead men, and placed ballast stones upon them, then clambered on to the deck
again.
“Our hours are short now,” he said, “the water rushes in apace.”
“Well, it is time to rest,” said Skallagrim; “but see, lord!” and he pointed ahead. “What land is
that?”
“It must be the Fareys,” answered Eric; “now, if we can but keep afloat for three hours more, we
may yet die ashore.”
After this the wind began to fall, but still there was enough to drive the Raven on swiftly.
And ever the water gained in the hold.
Now they were not far from land, for ahead of them the bleak hills towered up, shining in the
faint midnight light, and between the hills was a cleft that seemed to be a fjord. Another hour
passed, and they were no more than ten furlongs from the mouth of the fjord, when suddenly the
wind fell, and they were in calm water under shelter of the land. They went amidships and
looked. The hold was half full of water, and in it floated the bodies of Ospakar’s men.
“She has not long to live,” said Skallagrim, “but we may still be saved if the boat is not broken.”
Now aft, near the tiller, a small boat was bound on the half deck of the Raven. They went to it
and looked; it was whole, with oars lashed in it, but half full of water, which they must bail out.
This they did as swiftly as they might; then they cut the little boat loose, and, having made it fast
with a rope, lifted it over the side-rail and let it fall into the sea, and that was no great way, for
the Raven had sunk deep. It fell on an even keel, and Eric let himself down the rope into it and
called to Skallagrim to follow.
“Bide a while, lord,” he answered; “there is that which I would bring with me.”

For a space Eric waited and then called aloud, “Swift! thou fool; swift! the ship sinks!”
And as he called, Skallagrim came, and his arms were full of swords and byrnies, and red rings
of gold that he had found time to gather from the dead and out of the cabin.
“Throw all aside and come,” said Eric, laying on to the oars, for the Raven wallowed before she
sank.
“There is yet time, lord, and the gear is good,” answered Skallagrim, and one by one he threw
pieces down into the boat. As the last fell the Raven sank to her bulwarks. Then Skallagrim
stepped from the sinking deck into the boat, and cut the cord, not too soon.
Eric gave way with all his strength, and, as he pulled, when he was no more than five fathoms
from her, the Raven vanished with a huge swirl.
“Hold still,” he said, “or we shall follow.”
Round spun the boat in the eddy, she was sucked down till the water trickled over her gunwale,
and for a moment they knew not if they were lost or saved. Eric held his breath and watched,
then slowly the boat lifted her nose, and they were safe from the whirlpool of the lost dragon.
“Greed is many a man’s bane,” said Eric, “and it was nearly thine and mine, Skallagrim.”
“I had no heart to leave the good gear,” he answered; “and thou seest, lord, it is safe and we with
it.”
Then they got the boat’s head round slowly into the mouth of the fjord, pausing now and again to
rest, for their strength was spent. For two hours they rowed down a gulf, as it were, and on either
side of them were barren hills. At length the water-way opened out into a great basin, and there,
on the further side of the basin, they saw green slopes running down to the water’s edge, strewn
with white stock-fish set to dry in the wind and sun, and above the slopes a large hall, and about
it booths. Moreover, they saw a long dragon of war at anchor near the shore. For a while they
rowed on, easing now and again. Then Eric spoke to Skallagrim.
“What thinkest thou of yonder ship, Lambstail?”
“I think this, lord: that she is fashioned wondrous like to the Gudruda.”
“That is in my mind also,” said Eric, “and our fortune is good if it is she.”
They rowed on again, and presently a ray from the sun came over the hills—for now it was three
hours past midnight—and, the ship having swung a little with the tide, lit upon her prow, and lo!
there gleamed the golden dragon of the Gudruda.
“This is a strange thing,” said Eric.

“Ay, lord, a strange and a merry, for now I shall talk with Hall the mate,” and the Baresark
smiled grimly.
“Thou shalt do no hurt to Hall,” said Eric. “I am lord here, and I must judge.”
“Thy will is my will,” said Skallagrim; “but if my will were thine, he would hang on the mast till
sea-birds nested amidst his bones.”
Now they were close to the ship, but they could see no man. Skallagrim would have called aloud,
but Eric bade him hold his peace.
“Either they are dead, and thy calling cannot wake them, or perchance they sleep and will wake
of themselves. We will row under the stern, and, having made fast, climb aboard and see with
our own eyes.”
This, then, they did as silently as might be, and saw that the Gudruda had not been handled
gently by the winds and waves, for her shield rail was washed away. This they found also, that
all men lay deep in sleep. Now, amidships a fire still burned, and by it was food. They came
there and ate of the food, of which they had great need. Then they took two cloaks that lay on the
deck, and, throwing them about them, warmed themselves over the fire: for they were cold and
wet, ay, and utterly outworn.
As they sat thus warming themselves, a man of the crew awoke and saw them, and being
amazed, at once called to his fellows, saying that two giants were aboard, warming themselves at
the fire. Now men sprang up, and, seizing their weapons, ran towards them, and among them was
Hall the mate.
Then suddenly Eric Brighteyes and Skallagrim Lambstail threw aside the cloaks and stood up.
They were gaunt and grim to see. Their cheeks were hollow and their eyes stared wide with want
of sleep. Thick was their harness with brine, and open wounds gaped upon their faces and their
hands. Men saw and fell back in fear, for they held them to be wizards risen from the sea in the
shapes of Eric and the Baresark.
Then Eric sang this song:
“Swift and sure across the Swan’s Bath
Sped Sea-stag on Raven’s track,
Heav’d Ran’s breast in raging billows,
Stream’d gale-banners through the sky!
Yet did Eric the war-eager
Leap with Baresark-mate aboard,
Fierce their onset on the foemen!
Wherefore brake the grapnel-chain?”
Hall heard and slunk back, for now he saw that these were indeed Eric and Skallagrim come up
alive from the sea, and that they knew his baseness.

Eric looked at him and sang again:
“Swift away sped ship Gudruda,
Left her lord in foeman’s ring;
Brighteyes back to back with Baresark
Held his head ‘gainst mighty odds.
Down amidst the ballast tumbling,
Ospakar’s shield-carles were rolled.
Holy peace at length they handselled,
Eric must in bonds be laid!
“Came the Grey Rat, came the Earl’s wife,
Came the witch-word from afar;
Cag’d wolves roused them, and with struggling
Tore their fetter from its hold.
Now they watch upon their weapons;
Now they weep and pray for life;
Now they leap forth like a torrent—
Swept away in foeman’s strength!
“Then alone upon the Raven
Three long days they steer and sail,
Till the waters, welling upwards,
Wash dead men about their feet.
Fails the gale and sinks the dragon,
Barely may they win the boat:
Safe they stand on ship Gudruda—
Say, who cut the grapnel-chain?”
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THE MOON POOL by A Merritt
Chapter XXXIV: The Coming of the Shining One
The Norseman turned toward us. There was now no madness in his eyes; only a great weariness.
And there was peace on the once tortured face.
“Helma,” he whispered, “I go a little before! Soon you will come to me—to me and the Yndling
who will await you—Helma, meine liebe!”
Blood gushed from his mouth; he swayed, fell. And thus died Olaf Huldricksson.
We looked down upon him; nor did Lakla, nor Larry, nor I try to hide our tears. And as we stood
the Akka brought to us that other mighty fighter, Rador; but in him there was life, and we
attended to him there as best we could.
Then Lakla spoke.
“We will bear him into the castle where we may give him greater care,” she said. “For, lo! the
hosts of Yolara have been beaten back; and on the bridge comes Nak with tidings.”
We looked over the parapet. It was even as she had said. Neither on ledge nor bridge was there
trace of living men of Muria—only heaps of slain that lay everywhere—and thick against the
cavern mouth still danced the flashing atoms of those the green ray had destroyed.
“Over!” exclaimed Larry incredulously. “We live then—heart of mine!”
“The Silent Ones recall their veils,” she said, pointing to the dome. Back through the slitted
opening the radiance was streaming; withdrawing from sea and island; marching back over the
bridge with that same ordered, intelligent motion. Behind it the red light pressed, like skirmishers
on the heels of a retreating army.
“And yet—” faltered the handmaiden as we passed into her chamber, and doubtful were the eyes
she turned upon the O’Keefe.
“I don’t believe,” he said, “there’s a kick left in them—”
What was that sound beating into the chamber faintly, so faintly? My heart gave a great throb
and seemed to stop for an eternity. What was it—coming nearer, ever nearer? Now Lakla and
O’Keefe heard it, life ebbing from lips and cheeks.
Nearer, nearer—a music as of myriads of tiny crystal bells, tinkling, tinkling—a storm of
pizzicati upon violins of glass! Nearer, nearer—not sweetly now, nor luring; no—raging,
wrathful, sinister beyond words; sweeping on; nearer—
The Dweller! The Shining One!

We leaped to the narrow window; peered out, aghast. The bell notes swept through and about us,
a hurricane. The crescent strand was once more a ferment. Back, back were the Akka being
swept, as though by brooms, tottering on the edge of the ledge, falling into the waters. Swiftly
they were finished; and where they had fought was an eddying throng clothed in tatters or naked,
swaying, drifting, arms tossing—like marionettes of Satan.
The dead-alive! The slaves of the Dweller!
They swayed and tossed, and then, like water racing through an opened dam, they swept upon
the bridge-head. On and on they pushed, like the bore of a mighty tide. The frog-men strove
against them, clubbing, spearing, tearing them. But even those worst smitten seemed not to fall.
On they pushed, driving forward, irresistible—a battering ram of flesh and bone. They clove the
masses of the Akka, pressing them to the sides of the bridge and over. Through the open gates
they forced them—for there was no room for the frog-men to stand against that implacable tide.
Then those of the Akka who were left turned their backs and ran. We heard the clang of the
golden wings of the portal, and none too soon to keep out the first of the Dweller’s dreadful
hordes.
Now upon the cavern ledge and over the whole length of the bridge there were none but the
dead-alive, men and women, black-polled ladala, sloe-eyed Malays, slant-eyed Chinese, men of
every race that sailed the seas—milling, turning, swaying, like leaves caught in a sluggish
current.
The bell notes became sharper, more insistent. At the cavern mouth a radiance began to grow—a
gleaming from which the atoms of diamond dust seemed to try to flee. As the radiance grew and
the crystal notes rang nearer, every head of that hideous multitude turned stiffly, slowly toward
the right, looking toward the far bridge end; their eyes fixed and glaring; every face an inhuman
mask of rapture and of horror!
A movement shook them. Those in the centre began to stream back, faster and ever faster,
leaving motionless deep ranks on each side. Back they flowed until from golden doors to cavern
mouth a wide lane stretched, walled on each side by the dead-alive.
The far radiance became brighter; it gathered itself at the end of the dreadful lane; it was shot
with sparklings and with pulsings of polychromatic light. The crystal storm was intolerable,
piercing the ears with countless tiny lances; brighter still the radiance.
From the cavern swirled the Shining One!
The Dweller paused, seemed to scan the island of the Silent Ones half doubtfully; then slowly,
stately, it drifted out upon the bridge. Closer it drew; behind it glided Yolara at the head of a
company of her dwarfs, and at her side was the hag of the Council whose face was the withered,
shattered echo of her own.

Slower grew the Dweller’s pace as it drew nearer. Did I sense in it a doubt, an uncertainty? The
crystal-tongued, unseen choristers that accompanied it subtly seemed to reflect the doubt; their
notes were not sure, no longer insistent; rather was there in them an undertone of hesitancy, of
warning! Yet on came the Shining One until it stood plain beneath us, searching with those eyes
that thrust from and withdrew into unknown spheres, the golden gateway, the cliff face, the
castle’s rounded bulk—and more intently than any of these, the dome wherein sat the Three.
Behind it each face of the dead-alive turned toward it, and those beside it throbbed and gleamed
with its luminescence.
Yolara crept close, just beyond the reach of its spirals. She murmured—and the Dweller bent
toward her, its seven globes steady in their shining mists, as though listening. It drew erect once
more, resumed its doubtful scrutiny. Yolara’s face darkened; she turned abruptly, spoke to a
captain of her guards. A dwarf raced back between the palisades of dead-alive.
Now the priestess cried out, her voice ringing like a silver clarion.
“Ye are done, ye Three! The Shining One stands at your door, demanding entrance. Your beasts
are slain and your power is gone. Who are ye, says the Shining One, to deny it entrance to the
place of its birth?”
“Ye do not answer,” she cried again, “yet know we that ye hear! The Shining One offers these
terms: Send forth your handmaiden and that lying stranger she stole; send them forth to us—and
perhaps ye may live. But if ye send them not forth, then shall ye too die—and soon!”
We waited, silent, even as did Yolara—and again there was no answer from the Three.
The priestess laughed; the blue eyes flashed.
“It is ended!” she cried. “If you will not open, needs must we open for you!”
Over the bridge was marching a long double file of the dwarfs. They bore a smoothed and
handled tree-trunk whose head was knobbed with a huge ball of metal. Past the priestess, past the
Shining One, they carried it; fifty of them to each side of the ram; and behind them stepped—
Marakinoff!
Larry awoke to life.
“Now, thank God,” he rasped, “I can get that devil, anyway!”
He drew his pistol, took careful aim. Even as he pressed the trigger there rang through the abode
a tremendous clanging. The ram was battering at the gates. O’Keefe’s bullet went wild. The
Russian must have heard the shot; perhaps the missile was closer than we knew. He made a swift
leap behind the guards; was lost to sight.
Once more the thunderous clanging rang through the castle.

Lakla drew herself erect; down upon her dropped the listening aloofness. Gravely she bowed her
head.
“It is time, O love of mine.” She turned to O’Keefe. “The Silent Ones say that the way of fear is
closed, but the way of love is open. They call upon us to redeem our promise!”
For a hundred heart-beats they clung to each other, breast to breast and lip to lip. Below, the
clangour was increasing, the great trunk swinging harder and faster upon the metal gates. Now
Lakla gently loosed the arms of the O’Keefe, and for another instant those two looked into each
other’s souls. The handmaiden smiled tremulously.
“I would it might have been otherwise, Larry darlin,’” she whispered. “But at least—we pass
together, dearest of mine!”
She leaped to the window.
“Yolara!” the golden voice rang out sweetly. The clanging ceased. “Draw back your men. We
open the Portal and come forth to you and the Shining One—Larry and I.”
The priestess’s silver chimes of laughter rang out, cruel, mocking.
“Come, then, quickly,” she jeered. “For surely both the Shining One and I yearn for you!” Her
malice-laden laughter chimed high once more. “Keep us not lonely long!” the priestess mocked.
Larry drew a deep breath, stretched both hands out to me.
“It’s good-by, I guess, Doc.” His voice was strained. “Good-by and good luck, old boy. If you
get out, and you will, let the old Dolphin know I’m gone. And carry on, pal—and always
remember the O’Keefe loved you like a brother.”
I squeezed his hands desperately. Then out of my balance shaking woe a strange comfort was
born.
“Maybe it’s not good-by, Larry!” I cried. “The banshee has not cried!”
A flash of hope passed over his face; the old reckless grin shone forth.
“It’s so!” he said. “By the Lord, it’s so!”
Then Lakla bent toward me, and for the second time—kissed me.
“Come!” she said to Larry. Hand in hand they moved away, into the corridor that led to the door
outside of which waited the Shining One and its priestess.
And unseen by them, wrapped as they were within their love and sacrifice, I crept softly behind.

For I had determined that if enter the Dweller’s embrace they must, they should not go alone.
They paused before the Golden Portals; the handmaiden pressed its opening lever; the massive
leaves rolled back.
Heads high, proudly, serenely, they passed through and out upon the hither span. I followed.
On each side of us stood the Dweller’s slaves, faces turned rigidly toward their master. A
hundred feet away the Shining One pulsed and spiralled in its evilly glorious lambency of
sparkling plumes.
Unhesitating, always with that same high serenity, Lakla and the O’Keefe, hands clasped like
little children, drew closer to that wondrous shape. I could not see their faces, but I saw awe fall
upon those of the watching dwarfs, and into the burning eyes of Yolara crept a doubt. Closer
they drew to the Dweller, and closer, I following them step by step. The Shining One’s whirling
lessened; its tinklings were faint, almost stilled. It seemed to watch them apprehensively. A
silence fell upon us all, a thick silence, brooding, ominous, palpable. Now the pair were face to
face with the child of the Three—so near that with one of its misty tentacles it could have
enfolded them.
And the Shining One drew back!
Yes, drew back—and back with it stepped Yolara, the doubt in her eyes deepening. Onward
paced the handmaiden and the O’Keefe—and step by step, as they advanced, the Dweller
withdrew; its bell notes chiming out, puzzled questioning—half fearful!
And back it drew, and back until it had reached the very centre of that platform over the abyss in
whose depths pulsed the green fires of earth heart. And there Yolara gripped herself; the hell that
seethed within her soul leaped out of her eyes, a cry, a shriek of rage, tore from her lips.
As at a signal, the Shining One flamed high; its spirals and eddying mists swirled madly, the
pulsing core of it blazed radiance. A score of coruscating tentacles swept straight upon the pair
who stood intrepid, unresisting, awaiting its embrace. And upon me, lurking behind them.
Through me swept a mighty exaltation. It was the end then—and I was to meet it with them.
Something drew us back, back with an incredible swiftness, and yet as gently as a summer
breeze sweeps a bit of thistle-down! Drew us back from those darting misty arms even as they
were a hair-breadth from us! I heard the Dweller’s bell notes burst out ragingly! I heard Yolara
scream.
What was that?
Between the three of us and them was a ring of curdled moon flames, swirling about the Shining
One and its priestess, pressing in upon them, enfolding them!

And within it I glimpsed the faces of the Three—implacable, sorrowful, filled with a supernal
power!
Sparks and flashes of white flame darted from the ring, penetrating the radiant swathings of the
Dweller, striking through its pulsing nucleus, piercing its seven crowning orbs.
Now the Shining One’s radiance began to dim, the seven orbs to dull; the tiny sparkling
filaments that ran from them down into the Dweller’s body snapped, vanished! Through the
battling nebulosities Yolara’s face swam forth—horror-filled, distorted, inhuman!
The ranks of the dead-alive quivered, moved, writhed, as though each felt the torment of the
Thing that had enslaved them. The radiance that the Three wielded grew more intense, thicker,
seemed to expand. Within it, suddenly, were scores of flaming triangles—scores of eyes like
those of the Silent Ones!
And the Shining One’s seven little moons of amber, of silver, of blue and amethyst and green, of
rose and white, split, shattered, were gone! Abruptly the tortured crystal chimings ceased.
Dulled, all its soul-shaking beauty dead, blotched and shadowed squalidly, its gleaming plumes
tarnished, its dancing spirals stripped from it, that which had been the Shining One wrapped
itself about Yolara—wrapped and drew her into itself; writhed, swayed, and hurled itself over the
edge of the bridge—down, down into the green fires of the unfathomable abyss—with its
priestess still enfolded in its coils!
From the dwarfs who had watched that terror came screams of panic fear. They turned and ran,
racing frantically over the bridge toward the cavern mouth.
The serried ranks of the dead-alive trembled, shook. Then from their faces tied the horror of
wedded ecstasy and anguish. Peace, utter peace, followed in its wake.
And as fields of wheat are bent and fall beneath the wind, they fell. No longer dead-alive, now
all of the blessed dead, freed from their dreadful slavery!
Abruptly from the sparkling mists the cloud of eyes was gone. Faintly revealed in them were
only the heads of the Silent Ones. And they drew before us; were before us! No flames now in
their ebon eyes—for the flickering fires were quenched in great tears, streaming down the marble
white faces. They bent toward us, over us; their radiance enfolded us. My eyes darkened. I could
not see. I felt a tender hand upon my head—and panic and frozen dread and nightmare web that
held me fled.
Then they, too, were gone.
Upon Larry’s breast the handmaiden was sobbing—sobbing out her heart—but this time with the
joy of one who is swept up from the very threshold of hell into paradise.
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